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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BACKGROUND
Manning Clark House is a significant ACT Heritage Place and while some reports existed on
the place, no consolidated Conservation Plan had been developed.
A grant was obtained through the ACT Heritage Grants Program 2008-9 to prepare a
comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan to include the building, gardens and
furniture.
The house is owned by the Manning Clarke family and leased to Manning Clark House, an
association, which receives most of its funding through the Australian National University
(ANU).
The lease for Block 4 Section 44 Forrest was granted to Professor Clark in 1951, shortly after
he arrived in Canberra to take up a position at the Canberra University College History
Department.
The house was completed and approved for occupancy on 14 May 1965. It has been owned
by the Manning Clarke family continuously and is now operates as a cultural and scholarly
centre.
The Clark family‘s requirements, Professor Clark‘s need for an isolated study, and the
philosophies of Robin Boyd were combined to design the existing house. Only minor
alterations have occurred over more than 40 years.
The house was designed by Robin Boyd for Professor Manning Clark and his family in 1952,
1
and completed in 1953. It was the first house designed in Canberra by Boyd. The garage
was designed by Robin Boyd‘s firm in 1953.
The two courtyards created by the peninsula of the house are each softened by their own
distinctive climbers. The courtyard facing the entrance of the house features the ornamental
grape (Vitis alicante), and the courtyard onto which Manning Clark‘s study looked, is framed by
wisteria.
There are a number of pieces of furniture designed by well known designer Fred Ward and
there are a number of other items of individual significance.
SIGNIFICANCE
Manning Clark House is significant as an outstanding and substantially intact Canberra
example of a Post War Melbourne Regional Style house designed by one of Australia‘s leading
Architects, Robin Boyd.
The house demonstrates innovative design with particular attention to orientation and a
relationship to the grounds.
The house was commissioned by Australia‘s leading and influential historian, Manning Clark
and his wife Dymphna and the grounds design, including terracing, plantings and layout, are
illustrative of the period and the personal touch of the Manning Clark‘s to suit their family‘s
needs.

1

Serle, G Robin Boyd, A Life, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1996, p 132
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The house and grounds are representative of their 1950s design and as such are an illustration
of the period and a teaching site.
The ongoing public use as MCH continues a place of learning and discussion which has
generated a special and unique presence in Canberra.
The continuing existence of an in situ collection of the family‘s objects contributes considerably
to the significance of the house. This collection includes objects of significance in their own
right, including the desk at which Manning Clark wrote most of his major and original
contributions to Australian scholarship, including over a million words of A History of Australia.
CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE
The overall conservation objective presented in the detailed policies is to ensure that Manning
Clark House is conserved as an asset for private and community use, preferably by MCH or
similar organisation.
As a significant design by an important Australian Architect, Robin Boyd, the original fabric
including materials and colours are important to record and conserve in situ.
With significant association with Manning Clark the objects within the house that were part of
the Manning Clarks life at any stage are important to record and conserve with the house.
As a significant design and associated with Manning and Dymphna Clark, the grounds are
important to record and conserve.
Where changes have occurred then they need to be identified recorded and. if part of Manning
and Dymphna Clark‘s input, then they should be conserved as they existed when Dymphna
passed away (i.e. May 2000).
Changes after May 2000 will only be considered, if essential to the preservation of the house.
Current usage can continue provided the other policies are not compromised.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

Manning Clark House is a significant ACT Heritage Place and while some reports existed on
the place, no consolidated Conservation Plan had been developed.
A grant was obtained through the ACT Heritage Grants Program 2008-9 to prepare a
comprehensive Conservation and Management Plan to include the building, gardens and
furniture.
The draft report was prepared in June 2009 with limited objects which have now been prepare
and included in this final draft.
The house is owned by the Manning Clarke family and leased to Manning Clark House, an
association, which receives most of its funding through the Australian National University
(ANU).
Throughout this report, ‗Manning Clark House‘ refers to the building and grounds as the place
relevant to this report and ‗MCH‘ refers to the Association.

1.2

Authorship

The report has been prepared through a collaboration between:


Eric Martin & Associates

Eric Martin

Conservation Architecture and Project
Coordination



Geoffrey Britton

Geoffrey Britton

Cultural Landscape Conservation

Dr Ben Wallace

Botanist

Luke James

MCH member and volunteer, Associate
member of ICOMOS



1.3

Luke James

Methodology

The methodology adopted is per Australian ICOMOS principles including JS Kerr, The
Conservation Plan, The Burra Charter and ICOMOS Guidelines.

1.4

Site

The site is Block 4 Section 44 Forrest, 11 Tasmania Circuit. (Refer Figure 1 Location Plan and
Figure 2 Site Plan).
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Manning Clarke House



Figure 1:

Location Plan

Source: Google Earth

N

Figure 2:

Site Plan

Source: Google Earth
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Figure 3:

Site Location Map

Source: ACT Heritage Register, Listing 20016 Manning Clark House, p3

1.5

Current Status

Manning Clark House is listed as follows:

1.6



ACT Interim Heritage Places Register (H16 of Appendix V to the Territory Plan
created in Variation 56 27/9/96). Figure 3 (above) shows the location of the site on
the District of Canberra Central, Division of Forrest, Section 44 Block 4, as
indicated on the Territory Plan Map by the Heritage Places Register Overlay at
H16. Refer Attachment A for citation.



RAIA Register of Significant Twentieth Century Architecture (Citation No R108 on
RAIA ACT Register)



Australian Heritage Commission Register of the National Estate Database No
019733 file 8/01/000/0447



National Trust of Australia (ACT) listings. Manning Clark House and Garden were
classified by the National Trust in August 1994.

Previous Reports

Existing reports include:


Eric Martin and Associates, Conservation Policy, October 2002



Glennda Susan Marsh-Letts, MCH, Towards a Conservation Plan Management –
January 2000



Geoffrey Britton Initial Conservation Assessment of Grounds and Outline of CMP,
May 2008

These documents have been used as a basis for this report.
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1.7

Acknowledgements
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1.8

Limitations

A detailed site survey of the house was not available, so the site plan has been prepared from
best available material.
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2.0

DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE

2.1

Pre-Contact History2
3

Forrest sits on the traditional lands of the Ngunnawal people . Descendants of the traditional
Ngunnawal people continue to live in Canberra and the surrounding region.
Archaeological evidence found at Birrigai Rock and Namadgi National Park indicate that the
area was the base of a rich culture and provided meeting grounds for other local indigenous
nations. The annual breeding cycle of the Bogong Moth provided a rich source of protein
4
which brought people from many nations into the region for periods of feasting and ceremony.
5
Gillespie provides an account of Aboriginal people gathering for corroborees at the foot of
Black Mountain – along the banks of Sullivan‘s Creek and at what is now Black Mountain
Peninsula.
However, there are few other historical references to traditional Aboriginal people in the Black
Mountain area. This may be associated with what has been interpreted to be a rapid Aboriginal
depopulation of the Limestone Plains following European settlement possibly associated with a
6
7
8
smallpox epidemic in 1830 , influenza and a measles epidemic in the 1860s .
There is no known evidence of specific indigenous association with this site.

2.2

Pre-Canberra

European colonisation of the area that became Canberra commenced in the 1820s. Farming
and grazing properties were established from this time, and this activity characterised the area
until the early part of the 20th century. European exploration began in the Canberra area as
early as the 1820‘s. Four expeditions passed through the area led by: Charles Throsby Smith
(1820), Charles Throsby (1821), Major John Ovens and Captain Mark Currie (1823) and Allan
9
Cunningham (1824).
The first European landholder in the area was John Moore, who first built huts on the north
10
side of the Molonglo River on the Acton Peninsula but was an absentee landlord . Moore
subsequently took up an option to purchase a further 1000 acres (which he named Canberry)
adjoining lands owned by Robert Campbell to the east (Pialligo) and John McPherson to the
11
west (Springbank)
Other stations were developed in the region with the first families moving in the 1830‘s. Key
landholders were the Campbell, Ainslie (initially as an employee of Campbell on his land at
12
Pialligo) and Palmer families .
There were both small properties and large estates, the latter including Duntroon owned by the
13
Campbell family which included most of the Forrest Area (Refer Figure 4). This area was
farming/grazing land.
2

Parliament House Vista heritage Management Plan (PHVHMP), Nov 2008, Vol 1 p 41
Tindale,NB, http://www.samuseum.sa.gov.au/page/default.asp?site=2&page=TIN_Tribal&level=3&code=4&item=E5
Gillespie, L Aborigines of the Canberra Region. Canberra: Wizard (Lyall Gillespie), 1984 pp.1–25
5
Gillespie, L, ibid, p12
6
Navin Officer, Gungahlin Drive Extension, ACT – Cultural Heritage Assessment. Report prepared by Navin Officer
Heritage Consultants Pty Ltd for W P Brown & Partners for the ACT Department of Urban Services, 2002.
7
Flood J, The Moth Hunters. AIAS Press, Canberra, 1980.
8
Butlin N Our Original Aggression: Aboriginal Populations of Southeastern Australia 1788-1850. Allen & Unwin.
Sydney, 1983.
9
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Canberra
10
Gillespie, L, Canberra 1820-1913‖, AGPS, 1991, p 8
11
Gillespie, L, ibid, p8
12
Gillespie, L, ibid, p9
13
PHVHMP, 2008 p 42
3
4
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Apart from the rural properties, there were few other developments – some churches, stores
14
and hotels. Nearby was the township of Queanbeyan .


Manning Clarke House

Figure 4:

The Campbell Estate Overlaid on Map of Canberra
Source: EMA 2009

14

PHVHMP, 2008 p 42
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Figure 5:

Manning Clarke House

Map of Canberra Region, 1916

Source: NAA, CP277/1, part, reproduced in Reid 2002,p. 19

2.3

Canberra - Garden City Planning15

‗Garden City‘ planning, in combination with American ‗City Beautiful‘ principles, underpinned
the initial planning of Canberra by the Federal Capital Advisory Committee (FCAC), Federal
Capital Commission (FCC) and the Department of Interior (DOI) between 1920 and the
Second World War.
The philosophy behind Garden City planning was to create healthy working and living
environments for urban residents. It developed internationally through the 1900s and many of
the principles were integral to Walter Burley Griffin‘s winning design for the new Federal
Capital of Australia.
Garden City planning has evolved to become the basis of professional town planning practice,
and Canberra as a whole reflects this progressive evolution. The key significance of the
15

ACT Heritage Citation 20024, Forrest Housing Precinct, p4-5
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heritage precincts is their demonstration of Garden City characteristics that reflect aspects of
the original Garden City philosophy.
Since the Second World War, Garden City planning has followed a continuous process of
rationalisation to suit changing lifestyles. Key features such as the presence of central
landscaped reserves overlooked by housing, the generous verge widths, generous block sizes
and front setbacks and government supplied and maintained hedges have been lost or
diminished.
The heritage precincts also demonstrate historical and social aspects of the detailed planning
and construction of early Canberra by the FCAC, FCC and DOI.
The delineation of suburbs/precincts into segregated socio-economic classes was a departure from the

Garden City ideology of combining social classes together. As the date for the opening of the
provisional parliament house was set for 1928, there was an urgent need to accommodate
both government staff and workmen engaged in building city infrastructure and administrative
facilities. A lack of private-sector interest and capability forced the government to construct the
major portion of new housing within Canberra throughout the 1920-40 period.
The influences of early planning philosophy, including social segregation, and the urgent need
for large public housing estates are reflected in the highly-ordered layout and aesthetic unity of
the precincts. Blocks and dwellings within each precinct are of comparable size to
accommodate government employees of a similar class and the dwellings are repetitions of a
limited number of designs. In many instances the layout of buildings, fences and public
landscaping for entire sections was planned and constructed as a single project. Large rear
gardens reflect the planners‘ intention to provide opportunities for residents to grow fruit and
vegetables in the face of critical shortages of locally available fresh produce.
The precincts demonstrate a mix of international architectural styles including ‗Arts & Crafts‘,
‗Federation‘, ‗Interwar Californian Bungalow‘ and ‗Interwar Georgian Revival‘, whilst reflecting
the trend of the interwar period towards the subtle or minimal decoration as a precursor to
Modernism and in contrast to the ornamentation of the previous Victorian and Federation
periods.
The architectural character of the precincts is also valued for its high degree of aesthetic unity
and demonstration of technical innovation in the design of low-density public housing
subdivisions for the period. This includes the use of alternate exterior elevations on the same
floor plan, the mirror reversing of floor plans, and the recurring use of architectural elements
such as recessed porches or chimneys centrally located on a gable facade.
The limited number of remaining examples of privately-built housing from the original
construction period are valued for their ability to reflect the comparable architectural and social
values of the private sector or specific individuals during the period 1920-1940. The landscape
treatment of the precincts is also valued for its aesthetic unity. This emanates from the spatial
treatment of landscape including setbacks providing for a generous garden setting and
separation between dwellings, with garages at the rear of the block, and the unity in the
existing grassed verges, hedges, and street trees. The resultant composition of architectural
and landscape elements form a cohesive streetscape that the community values.
The retention and diversity of mature exotic and endemic trees on public and private land
within the precincts enhances the concept of Canberra being a Garden City. Additional values
specific to the Forrest Garden City heritage precinct are:


The majority of the precinct was constructed in 1926 – 27 to meet the urgent need
to provide housing for public servants prior to the opening of the provisional
Parliament House in 1927.
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The Melbourne firm Oakley, Parkes and Scarborough won a 1924 competition to
design the housing for the precinct.



The street layout is directly derived from Griffin‘s 1913 plan which defined the major
axes of Melbourne and Hobart Avenues radiating from Capital Hill and concentric
circles. The road layout and subdivision pattern of the precinct is mirrored on the
opposite side of Melbourne Avenue.



The public domain landscaping of the precinct is associated with Thomas Charles
Weston, Superintendent of Parks, Gardens and Afforestation, Canberra 1913-1926.
Weston‘s use of Australian native species was an unusual practice for this period.



The precinct is also a repository of a small number of compatible privately built
dwellings designed by early local architects including Kenneth H Oliphant who has
one of Canberra‘s first independent architects. Oliphant‘s work has contributed
notably to the character of the urban architecture of Canberra.



Manning Clarke House

Figure 6: Canberra’s Early Garden City Precincts
Source: Entry to the ACT Heritage Register, 20024 Forrest Housing Precinct
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2.4

Forrest16

2.4.1

OVERVIEW
Residential settlements such as Forrest were an integral part of the creation and
planning of Canberra. Development of the suburb began in 1928 and the Federal
Capital Commission (FCC) changed the original name Walter Burley Griffin had given
to the suburb, Blandfordia, to Forrest. To this day the suburb consists primarily of
individual houses; 69%, with 14% townhouses, flats and units.
The suburb is located to the south of Parliament House and in the majority of cases
the houses are set in large gardens. Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct (Forrest
Conservation Area), designed by the architecture firm of Oakley and Parkes in 1926,
and constructed 1927-29, would appear to be the earliest development in the suburb.
The 1933 plan of Canberra, three years after the period of administration under the
FCC, shows many of the residential blocks had been developed except for the area
north of National Circuit, the area inside of Arthur Circle, and the area south of Arthur
Circle. The inner side of Arthur Circle, (including 24 Arthur Circle), was slowly
developed over the next twenty years. As Paul Reid notes, for Canberra the years
between 1930 and 1950 ―were the hard years of the Depression, World War 11 and
post war recovery….Canberra‘s development during this period was piecemeal and
slow‖.
The Forest Precinct is registered on the ACT Heritage Register.

2.4.2

BLANDFORDIA 4 HOUSING PRECINCT B
The name Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct for the nominated precinct in its entirety
appears to have been taken from the original Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct
subdivision (referred to as Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct b within this citation), which
was created at approximately the same time as the auctioned subdivision (Blandfordia
4 Housing Precinct a). On both the 1925 FCAC plan and the 1926 Federal Capital
Commission (FCC) plans, Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct b is the uncoloured area
between the coloured areas designated Blandfordia Subdivision and Red Hill
Subdivision. Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct b is bounded by Dampier Crescent,
Baudin Street, Mugga Way, Moresby Street and Arthur Circle and comprises sections
37, 38 & 39. The subdivision has smaller block sizes (except for two blocks on Mugga
Way), economically scaled towards middle ranking public servants and private buyers
of similar status in the hierarchy of Canberra's early social planning. The original
housing for Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct b was constructed from 1925. Fifty percent
of houses were designed by government architects and most houses were completed
by the end of the 1930s, the main exception being the house at 20 Dampier Crescent,
designed by Kenneth Oliphant, which was not built until 1950. Although this
subdivision was more uniform in its development time frame, eclecticism was still
17
favoured in architectural design, with many Revival styles represented.
There is particularly rich evidence of the role of Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct in the
history of the city and of the Territory. Two of Canberra's original surveyors, Percy
Sheaffe and Colonel John Goodwin, lived here; in retirement both played a prominent
role in the development of the community life and facilities of the city, and in the first
steps towards political autonomy for the ACT.
The precinct is even more remarkable for its national role. It has strong associations with
Australia's political, administrative, economic, intellectual, and cultural history since the first
residents moved in in 1926. A sampling of its first fifty years reveals the homes of more

16
17

ACT Heritage Register Citation for 24 Arthur Circle, Forrest, p2
ACT Heritage Register Citation for Place 20158
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than a dozen heads of Commonwealth government departments, including the
Parliamentary Librarian, and the Head of Hansard, the Solicitor General, and the heads of
the departments of the Senate, Health, Transport, Works, Police, and the Forestry School.
Equally significant is the representation of prominent academics, including the Australian
National University's founding professors of Literature, History, and Music. 'A History of
Australia' was written by Manning Clark in the study at No 1 Tasmania Circle. The precinct
has been described as 'the cradle of Australian diplomacy', where the cadet External
Affairs corps who founded the foreign service were trained in essential skills at the. salons
and garden parties in the homes of senior officials. Adjacent to the present 'embassy belt',
this neighbourhood housed the first British High Commissioner and numerous other foreign
diplomats, including the Japanese attache, commissioned, and interned, in 1941.
Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct was also home to prominent architects and builders, to
political journalists, and to a number of Cabinet ministers. There are close associations
with three prime ministers, including Gough Whitlam, whose family home was in Empire
Circuit. A key association with the development of Canberra under the government of R.G.
Menzies, is through his daughter Heather, whose experiences raising a family in Wilmot
Crescent in the 1950s encouraged her father to recommence development of Canberra's
18
infrastructure and facilities.
The Blandfordia 4 Housing Precinct is registered on the ACT Heritage Register. Manning
Clark House is part of this precinct.

2.5

The Site

Block 4 Section 44 Forrest had been offered to Mr T Ingram
who had Moir and Sutherland design a house for them in
Feb 1941 which was approved under C S Daley‘s signature
19
on 29/5/1941. However, this house was never built.
The lease for Block 4 Section 44 Forrest was granted to
Professor Clark in 1951, shortly after he arrived in Canberra
to take up a position at the Canberra University College
History Department. The lease followed a swap with
Professor Eccles for another Monaro Crescent block. Lease
documents are in Attachment B.

Figure 7: Title Deeds for Manning Clark
House
Figure 8: Certificate of Completion

18
19

The house
was

ACT Heritage Register Citation for Place 20158, p12
Copy of drawing is held on the ACT Building File.
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completed and approved for occupancy on 14 May 1965. It has been owned by the Manning
Clarke family continuously and is now operates as a cultural and scholarly centre.
Manning Clark House is on the ACT Heritage Register. The Conservation Policy states that
―the place is to be retained in its entirety and conserved consistent with an approved
conservation plan‖.

2.6

The House

Figure 9: Manning Clarke House
View across the front of the house from the deck tennis court showing
the intermediate enclosed terrace
Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009

2.6.1

DESIGN
The Clark family‘s requirements, Professor Clark‘s need for an isolated study, and the
philosophies of Robin Boyd were combined to design the existing house. Only minor
alterations have occurred over more than 40 years.
The house was designed by Robin Boyd for Professor Manning Clark and his family in
20
1952, and completed in 1953. It was the first house designed in Canberra by Boyd.
The garage was designed by Robin Boyd‘s firm in 1953.
These buildings are very practical in their layout, and the house exemplifies the
Peninsula house developed by Boyd. It consists of two brick wings (painted light grey
with charcoal trim) – one containing the bedrooms and the bathroom, and the other the
kitchen, laundry, dining and living rooms. These two wings are set parallel to each
other, and connected by a glass-walled passage, over which the study is set.
The house‘s main idiosyncrasy is the attic-study, specifically designed to
accommodate Professor Clark‘s requirements, although it appears to have been
included somewhat of an afterthought:
―Farewelling Boyd after their initial discussion Manning shouted as the airport
bus was moving off, ‗Robin, put one room upstairs‘; the famous rooftop study
21
that resulted was to be reached by ladder.‖
Lined with bookcases, access to this room is via a very steep flight of steps, which
discouraged frivolous visits.
Robin Boyd was insistent on the maintenance of the parallel between the house and
the garage which made vehicular access to the garage quite awkward. In 1974, the
carport was built onto the house (it was designed by Mrs Dymphna Clark), and the
garage converted to a studio.

20
21

Serle, G Robin Boyd, A Life, Melbourne University Press, Melbourne, 1996, p 132
Serle ibid
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2.6.2

DESCRIPTION
The house is sited along the high side of a north sloping block, taking advantage of the
north aspect and outlook to the well laid out garden. The house is of simple masonry
construction, with bagged walls painted light grey with charcoal trim, timber framed
windows and metal deck roof.
Two separate parallel wings divide the living and sleeping areas, which are connected
by a glass walled passage and entrance. Either side of this passage is a courtyard,
one facing north and the other (the main entrance) facing south. The walls of the south
courtyard are brick grills, screening the windows of the bathroom on one side and the
laundry on the other.
Positioned over the entrance is the study, which meets Manning Clark‘s original
requirements for an isolated work area. Access to the study is by a very steep flight of
steps. The study contains a large portion of Manning Clark‘s extensive library and is a
significant element of the house.
The living room, study and two bedrooms face north and have an outlook through big
windows shielded by white louvred eaves. The living area incorporates the dining room
and kitchen under the pitched roof which slopes upwards, following the stepped-up
level of the kitchen and adjacent laundry and utility room. The exposed beams of the
ceiling were originally painted white against a galah pink ceiling, while the unplastered
22
brick walls were painted grey.

2.6.3

ALTERATIONS
The original design of the northern wall study was shaded by slatted eaves along all of
the northern wall and the study roof. The slope of the skillion roof on the study allowed
too much winter sun into the study for Professor Manning Clark‘s working
temperament. This led Dymphna Clark to write to Boyd about four years after moving
into the new house requesting a change to the design by incorporating a pergola to
extend the sun shade over the northern facing windows of the study. (Drawings were
23
prepared in 1959 (refer Figure 4) but plans are not on the Building File). Further to
this over the years the window space was encroached upon by the introduction of
shelving. More bookshelves were added, over the years to all bedrooms and hallways
in the western part of the house accommodating the extensive book collection. The
contents of the study include a large portion of Professor Manning Clark‘s extensive
library and is a significant element of this house.
The fireplace in the living room has been enclosed, the dining room heater has been
replaced by additional cupboards and shelves, and the kitchen floor has been retiled.
The colour scheme has also had very few changes – the bright primaries favoured by
Boyd for doors have been replaced by the more sombre charcoal, but the yellow paint
used on cupboards, and the bathroom ceiling are as specified by Boyd.
A further link with the Boyd‘s is the collection of tiles set irregularly in the bathroom and
kitchen walls, and on the occasional table in the study. These tiles were hand painted,
with native flowers, by members of the Boyd family including Arthur‘s mother and wife
and Neil Douglas. The tiles were purchased from Arthur and Yvonne Boyd in the late
1950s off Beaumaris, having been made at Murrumbeena.

22

Royal Australian Institute of Architects RSTCA Citation No. R108 http://www.canberrahouse.com/houses/11tasmania-circle-forrest-1952/
23
Drawing provided by Clark family.
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Figure 10: Original House Plans
Source: http://www.manningclark.org.au/images/blue_print.jpg
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Figure 11: Original Plans for the Garage
Source: Manning Clark House
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Figure 12: Plans for the Carport
Source: Manning Clark House
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Figure 13: 1959 Plans for the Pergola
Source: Manning Clark House
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2.7

The Grounds

The garden was designed and created by Dymphna and Manning Clark, with the assistance of
their family. It may be divided into three distinct, yet related areas including the vegetable patch
and chook shed, the garden between the house and Tasmania Circle and the terraced lawns
below the house which finish at the japonica hedge, and which is overlooked by the study.
The two courtyards created by the peninsula of the house are each softened by their own distinctive
climbers. The courtyard facing the entrance of the house features the ornamental grape (Vitis
alicante), and the courtyard onto which Manning Clark‘s study looked, is framed by wisteria.
2.71

CONTEXT

Figure 14 : Tasmania Circle Panorama from Collins Park with Parliament House
and the Spire of St Andrews to the Left
Source: Geoffrey Britton 2009

In being sensibly built along the site contours Manning Clark House has a nonchalant and
indirect engagement with Tasmania Circle. Yet despite this the allotment is located
adjacent Collins Park which, as a large circular public reserve, acts as a terminus to Hobart
Avenue with a direct link to nearby Capital Hill. Thus the location of Manning Clark House
places it within one of the important inner precincts of the Griffin Plan for Canberra.
Collins Park sits across a broad knoll above Manning Clark House and forms part of
the characteristic setting for the house. The overall suburban landscape is typical of
older parts of Canberra: a quasi-English character of gabled and tiled roof forms with
bays and dormers, set within established exotic gardens featuring hedges and trees.
This is contrasted with Collins Park where, while there are also various exotic tree
species24, there remains a sense of the earlier rural landscape of dryland grasses
(including locally indigenous Austrostipa scabra on the ridgetops) and indigenous
woodland Eucalypts (eg. Eucalyptus bridgesiana E. mannifera, E. blakelyi and E.
rubida) and forbs such as Chrysocephalum apiculatum, Wahlenbergia stricta and
Vittadinia muelleri.

Figure 15: A View of 11 Tasmania Circle from Collins Park.
This view shows the importance of the large eucalypts across the front of the site.
The house appears recessive within this dominant landscape context.
Source: Geoffrey Britton 2009

24

Species include English Elm (Ulmus procera), Cedrus atlantica and C. deodara, Celtis australis, Malus sp., Populus
alba and P. deltoidea. The oldest plantings are, significantly, likely to be linked to the early landscape planning of
Thomas Weston.
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Within this context the form and character of the Boyd house offers a stark departure
from that of its surrounding neighbours. The grounds, however, are much more
consistent and, while also providing a setting for the house, enable the site to blend
into the overall mixed exotic/Australian character of the surrounding area.
The Manning Clark House grounds, and its gardens, were largely planned, constructed
and planted by Dymphna and Manning Clark with the assistance of their family. The
essential basis of this work stems from the 1950s and 1960s.
Recognisably intact Canberran gardens dating to the 1950s are now increasingly
uncommon as successive generations continue to renew and replace the efforts of
previous owners, gardens are built over for house extensions and ancillary structures
or plant material eventually succumbs to natural attrition.
In this context the Manning Clark House grounds demonstrate remarkable intactness
as early Eucalypt plantings, hedges and ornamental and fruit trees survive from this
period. Yet, even more remarkably, the basic spatial organization of the grounds dating
from the 1950s is also largely intact.

Figure 16: View from the Southwest Corner of the Site
Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009

Figure 17: View from the Northeast Corner of the Site
The view shows the kitchen garden enclosure to the left and the studio beyond. Note also the importance of the large
eucalypts as part of the setting for the house.
Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009
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2.7.2

LAYOUT
Boyd‘s placing of the house pavilions and ancillary buildings along the site contours helped
to minimise site disturbance through earthworks but it did result in some intriguing, if
awkward, spaces relating to the house. One such difficulty lead to the early abandonment
of the original garage for its intended purpose and the installation of the carport.
Another difficulty occasioned by the nature of the site was its very noticeable slope as
part of the side of a broad ridge. This resulted in the construction of terraces in order to
provide some relatively level areas (Figures 16, 17 and 18). The remaining grounds
were subdivided into a combination of formal spaces – aligned orthogonally about the
house‘s axes - with more informal spaces beyond defined by the skewed angle of the
house within the allotment boundaries.
They are quite different gardens to those of the Fenner House (another Boyd commission)
in Red Hill designed by Lindsay Dixon Pryor 25 (later appointed Foundation Professor of
Botany at ANU). These latter grounds have a more pronounced and consistently informal
landscape character.
The various spatial compartments within the Manning Clark House grounds also have
an apparent hierarchy of importance. Those with the most importance being the
southern (main entry) and northern courtyards, the northern, enclosed space beyond
the house, the lower space down to the site boundary (including the deck tennis
terrace) then the sloping space in the northwest corner of the site as these all have an
important role in views from the house‘s principal rooms, northern bedrooms and
study.

Figure 18: Deck Tennis Terrace
The Terrace was hand built by Manning Clark in the 1950s.
The original timber posts have been replaced by metal ones.
Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009

The secondary spaces within the grounds are those of a more utilitarian nature and
include the carport, space between the house and the studio (original garage) and the
kitchen garden. The space between the front hedge and the street may be considered
a neutral area as it has no direct role in the gardens on the other side. The driveway
along the southwestern boundary was, apparently, always intended as the main entry
to the house and, therefore, should be regarded as one of the principal spaces.
Development
25

As a landscape planner, Pryor had an important influence on the formative development of parts of Canberra including the
Australian National Botanic Gardens (of which he was Director) and much of Canberra‘s prominent open space.
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The grounds of Manning Clark House appear to be unusual by Canberran standards in
that few major changes have occurred since the initial planning and planting let alone
in the nine years since Dymphna‘s death.
Most of the changes that have occurred are quite recent (since 2000) and include the
installation of the stone letterbox (refer to Section 3.6), the bitumen car park at the
front reserve, the removal of a group of birches to the west of the deck tennis court and
the planting of more fruit trees to the east of the deck tennis terrace.
Other developments include the replacement of the
deck tennis posts from the original timber ones to
steel and the introduction of a ‗bush garden‘ with
curvilinear mulched bedding inside the front hedge.
A noticeable loss to the character of the grounds
has resulted from the, near total, disintegration of
the earlier timber lattice fencing around the
allotment boundaries. Some of this remains along
the northern boundary towards the northwest corner
of the site (Figure 14). . Unfortunately the modern
palings on the other side have been nailed into the
old rails and are not an independent structure. The
remaining lattice panels and rails appear to be now
largely supported by the modern palings.

2.8

Figure 19: Remnant of the timber
lattice boundary fence

The Furniture & Objects

Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009

Manning Clark House contains a substantial number of objects from its period of occupation by
Manning and Dymphna Clark and their family. These range from furniture and other
household objects to artworks, books and documents.
Objects with particular significance include:


Painting (by John Perceval)



Dining Table (with Chairs)



Armchair



Broken 7oz beer glass



Manning Clark‘s desk and steel-nibbed pen



Images of significant people and works, and family



Portrait of Manning Clark



Piano



Akubra Hat



Statue of Siva



Pair of Savaronola style, x-shaped chairs



Spode ―blue Italian‖ teacup and Saucer.

These objects have individual data sheets and are included in Attachment E.
It is said that there are a number of pieces of furniture designed by well known designer, Fred
Ward, but his has not been possible to verify. It is possible as Fred Ward designed furniture
for ANU when Manning Clark House was built and knew Manning Clark.
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2.9

Manning Clark

Professor Manning Clark is
possibly the most influential and
well-known Australian historian.
He pushed Australia‘s history well
into the realm of respectable
study, and freed it of many of the
colonial biases previously inherent
in the study of Australia‘s past.
Almost all his published work was
written in the study at 11 Tasmania
Circle. Clark is best known for his
epic A History of Australia, which
was published in six volumes
between 1962 and 1987.
Figure 20: Professor Manning Clark in his study at home c1988.
Source: www.mannngclark.org.au

Born in Sydney in 1915, Manning Clark won scholarships to Melbourne Grammar School and
the University of Melbourne. He later attended Balliol College, Oxford, and in the early 1940s
taught history at schools in England and Australia. He was senior lecturer at the University of
Melbourne and Later, Professor of History in the School of General Studies, Australian National
University. In 1972 he became the first Professor of Australian History. He held honorary
doctorates awarded by the Universities of Melbourne, Newcastle and Sydney. In June 1975 he
was made a Companion of the Order of Australia, in recognition of his writing of A History of
Australia. He was named Australian of the Year in 1980. Much of his life was spent in writing
the six volumes of A History of Australia. Married to Dymphna, he had six children and seven
grandchildren and lived in Canberra until his death in May 1991.
Manning Clark is one of a group of 20th century historians of Australia from Melbourne widely
known outside the academy. Generations of Australian History students read R M Crawford‘s
Ourselves and the Pacific and Keith Hancock‘s Australia and later generations were brought up
on The Tyranny of Distance and The Triumph of the Nomads by Geoffrey Blainey. The presence
of the six volumes of Clark‘s A History of Australia and Select Documents in Australian History in
school and public libraries ensures that his name is familiar to all who have passed through them.
Clark studied History at the University of Melbourne, going on to Balliol College, Oxford, from
1938 to 1940. After four years teaching at Geelong Grammar School, he returned to the
University to teach Politics. In 1946 he was recruited by R M Crawford to establish the first course
in Australian History. In 1949 he became the first Professor of History at what was to become the
Australian National University. He held this post until 1975.
History of Australia has been accused of both sloppiness and bias but its sonorous tones
and epic viewpoint found many admirers. Clark examined the European importation of
Catholicism, Protestantism, the Enlightenment and their subsequent adaptation in Australia.
In 1988, the book was turned into a musical, perhaps the most original spectacle of the
Bicentennial year. As well as the History, Clark edited two volumes of Select Documents and
wrote three volumes of autobiography as well as many other works.
Manning Clark married Hilma Dymphna Lodewyckx, daughter of Melbourne University‘s
foundation Professor of German, in 1939. They had six children. As well as assisting her
husband, Dymphna Clark (1916-2000) was a considerable scholar in her own right. She was an
accomplished translator of Dutch, French, German, Latin, Swedish and Russian. She lectured in
German at the ANU and, with H C Coombs and Judith Wright in the 1980s, was one of the
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driving forces behind the Aboriginal Treaty Committee. The University of Melbourne awarded
26
her a posthumous LL D in 2000.
More than any other historian in the twentieth century, Clark inspired the love and loathing of
political parties, professional colleagues and the general public. Throughout his life, he played
several roles – teacher, author of the epic A History of Australia, anointed historian of the ALP,
prophet and stirrer. Walk into any good book store and Clark‘s histories are still to be found on
the shelves. His Short History of Australia has been translated into European and Asian
languages. For someone who is today rarely read within the academy (few if any history
courses in Australian universities include his work on reading lists), Clark the historian has
retained a hold on the public imagination.
Clark was the first to give Australia a history of tragedy, drama, emotion and depth of feeling.
In the years following the dismissal of the Whitlam government in 1975, Clark became a
national figure in a way that no other historian or public intellectual in Australia has managed
before or since. In the 1970s and 1980s, he seemed to be constantly in the public eye. In the
last decade of his life, Clark was drawn more and more into the role the media wanted him to
play – the oracle with the broad brimmed hat. He believed in the public duty of the intellectual.
He wanted to be a great public teacher and he wanted desperately to make a difference. For
many Australians, he also became a spiritual leader, a man who spoke to the mysteries of the
human heart through historical parables.
Such is the mythology of Manning Clark. Yet from any vantage point – intellectual, literary,
political – Manning Clark‘s impact on Australian culture is profound. As John Rickard wrote in
1992, he is one of our few ‗cultural monuments‘. Clark‘s posthumous influence has been more
than equal to Rickard‘s epithet. Within two years of his death, Peter Ryan, Clark‘s former
publisher from Melbourne University Press, disowned him. In 1996, Clark was identified by
both Prime Minister John Howard and his former student Geoffrey Blainey as the chief
architect of ‗black armband history‘ and accused by the Brisbane Courier Mail of being a Soviet
spy. Yet for all this the biographical literature on Clark is scant. To date, Clark‘s own
biographical writings (Puzzles of Childhood and Quest for Grace) outweigh those that have
27
been published since 1991.

2.10

Robin Boyd

Robin Boyd, an avant-garde architect and partner in the Melbourne
firm of Grounds, Romberg and Boyd, has been recognised by the
Royal Australian Institute of Architects for ―outstanding contribution to
the improvement, standards and reputation of the profession‖. Boyd
was instrumental in the founding of the Small Homes Service. The
Small Homes Service was a co-operative effort between the Royal
Victorian Institute of Architects and The Age newspaper, to ―improve
the standard of design and economic planning and construction of the
small house‖. This allowed people access to architecturally designed
houses which they had previously been unable to afford. Boyd
developed the innovative Peninsula House. He is well known for his
writings, which ranged from newspaper articles on architecture, to
penetrating and influential books such as Australia‘s Home, which dealt
with the interaction of the environment, housing, lifestyles and
aspirations. Robin Boyd has been recognised as a leading
architectural figure in Australia and overseas, including England and
28
America.

Figure 21: Robin Boyd 1970
Source: National Portrait Gallery

Further information can be found in Geoffrey Serle‘s biography, Robin Boyd A Life.
26

http://www.unimelb.edu.au/150/150people/clark.html
http://www.arts.usyd.edu.au/departs/history/research/projects/mckenna.shtml
28
Serle, G. ibid
27
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3.0 PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
3.1

General

The following is a detailed description of all the built elements including the house, former
garage, chicken shed, store and each room of the house.
Also indicated is a comment as to if it is original (i.e. 1953), added within the life of Manning &
Dymphna Clark (i.e. 1954 – 2000) with an indication of when if known or post May 2000.
These are scheduled as all original except where a date is indicated or ―new‖ being post May
2000.
The dates of changes are from drawings and information from the building file or from
recollection of the Clark children.
This is presented to provide a detailed record and to understand how the place evolved as it
was used by the Clark family. Some further information is provided in Clauses 2.6.2 and 2.6.3.

N

1:200

Figure 22:Site Plan
Source: EMA
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KITCHEN
LIVING

DINING

LAUNDRY

STUDY
OVER
HALL

WC

BATHROOM

BEDROOM 1
CORRIDOR

BEDROOM 3
BEDROOM 2

BEDROOM 4

Figure 23: Floor Plan
Source: EMA
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3.2

Main House External

Figure 24: View of Manning Clark
House from driveway entrance.
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT

ORIGINALITY

VERTICAL TIMBER BOARDS
To north and south side of study painted white.

Figure 25: View of
Manning Clark House
from rear
Source: EMA 2009

BRICK WALLS
Bagged and painted light grey areas generally with gal
mesh behind, hit and miss block work to service areas

Figure 26: View of walls with blockwork
Source: EMA 2009

TIMBER FRAMED GLAZING TO FRONT, BACK & SIDE
DOOR OF LINK
Painted dark grey with deadlock and weatherstrip and
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ITEM / ELEMENT
clear anodised closer (front). Deadbolt and knob handle
other two doors and closers.

Figure 27: View of timber link from front
Source: EMA 2009

ORIGINALITY
replaced 1975

Figure 28: View of timber link from
rear
Source: EMA 2009

TIMBER SOFFIT OUTSIDE LINK
Lightly limed.
GAL METAL TRAY ROOF
Including gal ridge capping and fascia capping painted
dark grey.

Replaced corrugated
29
asbestos sheet 1965
HW box on roof replaced
in 1965 and 1996

Figure 29: View of roof
showing ridge capping
and fascia
Source: EMA 2009

GAL QUADRANT GUTTER ON TIMBER FASCIA ON
SOUTH SIDE & FOLDED METAL GUTTER ON NORTH
SIDE
All painted dark grey.
100 X 75, 100 X 50 GAL DOWNPIPES
Painted, with older style saddle straps on battens painted
white.
FRAME TO FRONT COURT
100 x 75 post and 150 x 50 beam painted dark grey. Nail
fixing to garden wall.

Replaced 1965
Replaced1970

Replaced a pipe column

29

Work undertaken by Canberra Plumbing (Harold Clark, Kerry Lennox and Darrell Dinnen) – Personal communication
of Darrell Dinnen.
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ITEM / ELEMENT

ORIGINALITY

Figure 30: View of timber frame to
front court
Photo by EMA 2009

CARPORT TIMBER STRUCTURE
Painted dark grey. Metal angle bracket to SW

1974. Angle bracket new (2001)

post.

Figure 31: Carport from
West looking along
driveway from street
. Source: EMA 2009

IVY OVER WALLS
CARPORT FASCIA GUTTER TO BEAM
All painted dark grey.
100 X 75 GAL DOWNPIPE
Painted dark grey.
TIMBER FRAMED WINDOWS
Painted white.
Top hung awnings except north side, which has some fixed
glazed and some casement (part of study window glazing
north side painted white).
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ITEM / ELEMENT

ORIGINALITY

Figure 32: View of house showing timber
framed windows
Source: EMA 2009

LIGHTS
Porta flood to east, south west corner.

Added 1998.

Figure 33: View of house showing external
lighting
Source: EMA 2009

Oyster fitting to soffit outside entry (both sides)
and back door (cover gone to light at back
door).
FITTINGS
Pagoda Bell outside entry.
Light sensor outside entry (both sides, under
carport).
Pipes and conduits on wall painted white.
TV antenna north east corner.
Bird perch on centre post of north pergola.
OTHER ITEMS
Vent pipe painted white.
Gal pipe handrail back door.
Rope swings to carport.

Added 1985
Added 1998
Added 1986
Added 1984
1983

1999
Were in original garage relocated to carport
1974

TIMBER HALF GLAZED BACK DOOR &
HALF FLY SCREENED TIMBER DOOR
All painted dark grey. Main door stable form.
SCP level handle, SCP catch and knob handle
to flyscreen. Spring closer to flywire door.
RED BRICK STEPS TO BACK DOOR &
FRONT PATIO INCLUDING PAVING
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ITEM / ELEMENT

ORIGINALITY

Figure 34: View of house showing red
brick steps at back door
Source: EMA 2009

TIMBER LINED STORE CUPBOARD TO
CARPORT
Painted white shelving beside (HW unit and
shelves inside).

Shelves 1980

Figure 35: View of carport showing store
cupboard
Source: EMA 2009

HEATER FLUE ON EAST SIDE
Gal cover painted white.

Figure 36: View of house showing heater
flue o east side
Source: EMA 2009

A/C CONDENSER
Gal finish on concrete pad east side.

Original A/C1967. Current unit 1985

DOUBLE TIMBER DOORS TO SUB FLOOR
Painted grey.
CP level handle, barrel bolt square hole in one
leaf.

Hardware replaced?

METAL LOUVRE SUN SCREEN
Painted dark grey except underside, which is
white.

Replaced timber of similar design
1992.
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ITEM / ELEMENT

ORIGINALITY

Figure 37: View of house showing
metal louvre sunscreen
Source: EMA 2009

NORTH PERGOLA TIMBER FRAMED
Painted dark grey with corrugated gal roofing
(painted white underside), folded metal gutter
painted dark grey and gal pipe posts painted
white.

Drawing 1959. Constructed
1960
Battens 1970.

(see photograph above)
TIMBER VERTICAL LOUVRE SUN SCREEN
AT SIDES OF STUDY
Painted white.
(see photograph above)

Drawing 1959
Constructed 1960

KITCHEN FLUES
Galvanised metal.
STUDY GABLE ENDS
Ribbed metal cladding painted white.

3.3

Was timber cladding.
Probably replaced 1965.

Garage

Figure 38: Entrance to Former Garage
from NW.
Source: EMA 2009
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ITEM / ELEMENT

Figure 39: View of Garage
Source: EMA 2009

ORIGINALITY

Figure 40: View of garage and old
driveway
Source: EMA 2009

Brick walls bagged and painted white.

Toilet added 1971 and used as a
workshop.
Converted to flat in 1977

Corrugated roofing with metal capping painted park grey.
Timber fascia painted dark grey.
Anodised aluminium including window to bathroom window.
Timber framed glazed framed door with aluminium screen
door.
Quadrant gutter Colorbond grey and 100 x 50 metal
downpipe painted white. Timber plate and old saddle straps.
Timber framed casement window painted white.
Metal louvre sunscreen painted dark grey except underside,
which is white.

3.4

Gutter replaced 2005

Replaced timber of similar design
1992.

Chook Shed

Figure 41: View of chook shed behind
former garage from NW.
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber framed with corrugated roofing and no gutter.
Chicken wire and flat sheet lining. Dirt floor. Timber framed
gate with birdwire and hinges and pad bolt.
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3.5

Open Store Shed

Figure 42: View of store shed from N
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber framed with corrugated metal to walls and roof. Open
to North. Dirt floor.

3.6

ORIGINALITY
Not part of the original
home. Constructed 1985 as
a shade house.
Shade cloth replaced in
2002.
Whole structure rebuilt as an
open store shed in 2007

Stone Mail Box

Built by Wilma Robb‘s son, Jason, using the basic structure from the Clark‘s holiday house
30
―Ness‖ at Wapengo and incorporating it within a stone setting .

Figure 43: Stone mail box at
entrance to driveway.
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Stone mail box including sign and with some shell and blue
glass inserts.

30

ORIGINALITY
New (2001).

Wilma Robb, 2008, Personal Communication, 23 April 2008.
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3.7

Main House Interior

Internal surfaces have been repainted but current colours reflect the original design.
Bookshelves have been added as required over the life of the house.
East half of house was rewired in 1978 and the west half rewired in 2002. Outlets have been
replaced over time.
Although furniture and loose items are included as a record of what exists in February 2009 no
comment is made on originality.
3.7.1

LAUNDRY
ITEM / ELEMENT

ORIGINALITY

Figures 44 and 45: Views of Laundry
Source: EMA 2009

A/C ceiling painted white heavily bagged and painted
brick walls 100 x 100 red tiled floor.
Glass louvres in metal frames (external door and
flywire door). Hollow core door painted white with
lever handle.
Timber shelves painted white.
Timber cupboards with some screen sections and
dished circular pull knob handles and spring clips.
Laminated bench top.
Large porcelain tub with CP capstan taps.
Simpson Esprit 550 washing machine.
Hooks on wall.
Electrical powerpoints and switches. Oyster light.
Dishwasher inserted in to former cupboard
Some older pots, etc.
White tiled splashback.
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KITCHEN

Figure 46: Kitchen from dining area.
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Heavily bagged and white painted walls, light grey
tiles to splashback (4 Boyd Flower Tiles).
Plasterboard ceiling painted light plum with white
beams.
Blue mosaic tiled floor and kick board.
Stairs finished with timber treads.
Painted timber cupboards with circular dished knob
handles and roller catch. Timber shelf and end of
cupboard to dining room clear finished. Slide through
draws, workbench / shelf.
Slow combustion stove with SS flue.
Miele oven
Refrigerator – Fisher and Paykel
SS Sink full width of bench with taps, 4 shaped knob
handles.
Single fluorescent light with no diffuser.
Light switches and powerpoints.
Centre shelf above slow combustion.
Teapots and various equipment.
Timber framed awning window, painted white.
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DINING

Figures 47 and 48: Views of Dining Room
Source: EMA 2009

Figures 49 and 50: Views of Dining Room
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Clear finished timber floorboards.
Heavily bagged and painted brick walls with lightly
limed clear finish timber skirting.
Plasterboard ceiling painted light plum with white
beams.
Timber cupboards and shelves lightly limed and clear
finished. Circular dished knob handles. Slide
through drawers and shelf bench. Central section
with glazed sliding door.
Timber vertical boards to wall of living room with
glazing over. Sliding vertical timber door. All lightly
limed and clear finished. CP D handle.
Mottled tiled hearth to former fire heater
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ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber framed awning windows painted white.
Fluorescent light with no cover at 45° to beam.
Timber framed glass door with CP knob handle wall
light near NE corner.
Timber table and eight chairs.
Two rugs on floor.
Two paintings.
Three mounted photographs
Two other chairs: cane backed and arm chair.
Speaker
Books and objects

ORIGINALITY

LIVING

Figures 51 and 52: Views of Living Room
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Clear finished timber floorboards.
Heavily bagged and painted brick walls with lightly
limed, clear finish timber skirting.
Plasterboard ceiling painted light plum with white
beams.
Timber vertical boards to wall of dining room with
glazing over. Sliding vertical timber door. All lightly
limed and clear finished. CP D handle.
Mottled tiled hearth to former fireplace.
Timber framed awning windows painted white with
clear anodised aluminium awning flyscreen.
Fluorescent light with clear cover at 45° to beam.
Timber framed glass door with CP knob handle.
White painted timber framed large picture windows
and two awning windows to north.
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ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber framed flywire door lightly limed and clear
finished with CP knob handle.
Metal grille in floor for A/C.
Light switches and powerpoints.
Aluminium curtain track.
Large mat and with two smaller mats.
Three pictures.
Piano
Lounge chair.
Variety of tables and chairs.
Metal wall vent to west side.
Books and objects
Sliding timber (lightly limed and clear finished) cover
to fireplace with CP D handle.
3.7.5

ORIGINALITY

1967

Added 1970

HALL

Figure 53: Hall looking from
bedrooms towards dining room with
ladder to upstairs study on right.

Figure 54: Hall looking from dining
room towards bedrooms with ladder to
upstairs study on far left.

Source: EMA 2009

Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Clear finished timber boards to floor.
Clear finished lightly limed timber framed windows and
doors. Doors to living / dining CP level handles.
Clear finished lightly limed board ceiling.
Oyster light fittings
Light Switches
Timber framed stepped ladder to study. Lightly limed
and clear finished with telephone shelf behind.
Timber dowel handrail with CP ends.
One rug on floor.
Metal supply A/C grilles and RA grille.
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3.7.6

STUDY

Figure 55: House showing elevated
study from SW.

Figure 56: Internal view of Study.
Source: EMA 2009

Source: EMA 2009

Figure 57: Internal view of Study.

Figure 58: Internal view of Study.

Source: EMA 2009

Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Plasterboard ceiling and walls painted off white (pale)
lightly limed clear finish to skirtings.
Vertical board lightly limed and clear finished around
access ladder.
Olive green carpet to floor.
Timber framed and white painted fixed glazed and
awning windows.
Hollow core door plywood finish lightly limed and
clear finished CP lever handle and dead bolt.
Metal grille on wall for A/C.
Timber desk
Timber rocker chair
Portable heater and fan
Prismatic cover and double florescent light.
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ITEM / ELEMENT
Clear anodised aluminium curtain track and off white
fabric curtains.
Masses of books on clear finished lightly limed timber
shelves.
Light switches and powerpoints.
Five four-drawer filing cabinets.
Timber coffee table with tile top
Clear finished timber ladder.
3 timber chairs
3.7.7

ORIGINALITY

CORRIDOR

Figures 59 and 60: Internal Corridor
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber boards floor clear finished.
Heavily bagged and light grey painted walls. Clear
finished lightly limed timber skirting.
Plasterboard ceiling with quad cornice painted white.
Clear finished lightly limed timber skirting.
Clear finished timber steps with white powder coated
handrail.
All doors plywood in timber frames lightly limed and
clear finished CP lever handles.
High-level cupboard particleboard painted light grey
with cupboard lock.
High level timber bookshelves clear finished and
lightly limed.
End cupboard timber with circular cupped handles.
Two lower ones have circular vent holes. Painted
lemon. Roller catch.
One rug on floor.
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ITEM / ELEMENT
Cedar drawer unit with spiral ends

ORIGINALITY
In location indicated ‗coat
cupboard‘ in original plans
but no evidence exists on
site that it was ever built.

Ten mounted photographs / prints.
Books.
Timber ladder of metal lock.
Oyster light and circular vent with mesh.
Light switches and A/C thermostat.
3.7.8

BEDROOM 1

b

y

Figures 61 and 62: Internal Views of Bedroom 1
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber floor clear finished.
Heavily bagged and off-white grey painted brick wall.
Plasterboard ceiling with quad cornice painted dove
grey with white beams.
Painted metal duct to A/C study.
Clear finished lightly limed timber skirting.
Electrical switches and power point
Fluorescent light mounted at 45° to central beam.
Oyster light near window.
Small whiteboard
Four prints and photographs
One rug on floor.
Metal grille for A/C
Clear finished lightly limed bookshelves.
Clear finished timber floor mounted bookshelves and
drawers.
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ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber bench / cupboard to window lightly limed and
clear finished with circular CP dished knob handle.
Acrylic cover to top. Window seat with drawer under
with rug cover.
Timber framed clear finished lightly limed fixed
section and white painted awning window. Clear
anodised aluminium flyscreen.
Circular metal curtain rail and off white curtains.
Desk and armchair and drawer unit.
Photocopier, stool, fax, chair, fan.
3.7.9

ORIGINALITY

New (2001)
New (2001)

BEDROOM 2

Figures 63 and 64: Internal Views of Bedroom 2
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
ORIGINALITY
Timber floor clear finished.
Heavily bagged and off-white grey painted brick wall.
Plasterboard ceiling with quad cornice painted pale
mushroom with white beams.
Clear finished lightly limed timber skirting.
Electrical switches and power point
Oyster light near window.
Metal grille for A/C
1967
Clear finished lightly limed bookshelves.
Added 1980
Timber framed clear finished lightly limed fixed
section and white painted awning window. Clear
anodised aluminium flyscreen.
Circular metal curtain rail and off white curtains.
Clear finished lightly limed bench/drawer under window.
Wardrobe door clear finished lightly limed door with
CP lever handles.
Painted shelf and metal hanging rail. Painted timber
floor. Mirror on back of door.
Metal cone shaped wall light.
Two beds, four chairs.
One picture on wall.
Objects
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3.7.10 BEDROOM 3

Figure 65: Internal View of Bedroom 3
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber floor clear finished.
Heavily bagged and off-white grey painted brick wall.
Plasterboard ceiling with quad cornice painted grey/
green with white beams.
Clear finished lightly limed timber skirting.
Electrical switches and power point
Metal grille for A/C
Clear finished lightly limed bookshelves.
Clear finished lightly limed bench drawer under
window.
Wardrobe door clear finished lightly limed door with
CP level handles. Not painted.
Fluorescent light with clear diffuser.
Timber framed white painted awning windows one
with clear anodised aluminium flyscreen. Bamboo
blinds.
Two beds.
One chair.
Books and objects.
One painting
High level cupboard over wardrobe with CP circular
dished handles.
Dimplex heater.
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3.7.11 BEDROOM 4

Figures 66 and 67: Internal Views of Bedroom 4
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Timber floor clear finished.
Heavily bagged and off-white grey painted brick wall.
Plasterboard ceiling with quad cornice painted pale
yellow / green.
Clear finished lightly limed timber skirting.
Electrical switches and power point
Clear finished lightly limed bookshelves
Clear finished lightly limed bench drawer under east
window.
Timber framed white painted awning window one with
clear anodised aluminium flyscreen. Bamboo blinds.
Clear diffuser to fluorescent light mounted on wall to
west and no diffuser to ceiling mounted fluorescent to
east.
Two rugs on floor.
Metal grille for A/C
Wardrobe of lightly limed clear finished timber doors
with CP circular dished handles metal handing rail
Wall mirror timber framed.
Three paintings.
Books.
Cedar Dresser.
Two beds.
Six Chairs
Chest
Bamboo blinds to west.
Odds and ends.
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3.7.12 TOILET & BATHROOM

Figure 68 and 69: Views of Bathroom
Source: EMA 2009

Figure 70: Views of Separate Toilet
Source: EMA 2009

ITEM / ELEMENT
Heavily bagged and white painted brick walls.
Plasterboard ceiling painted light yellow.
Oyster light.
100 x 100 blue tiled floor.
White tiled skirting.
Grey tiled splashback and shower extension with
three Boyd flower tiles and white original tiles.
Timber off white painted cupboards with CP circular
dished handles.
Glass louvre in metal frame.
CP shower rail and curtain.
Soap holder tile.
CP towel rail one circular: two square (original), one
square (old).
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ITEM / ELEMENT
Imperial pedestal hand basin and capstan CP taps.

Porcelain bath, four sided tap handles to bath and
shower, old spout to bath, new rose to shower.
Inside of door painted.
One chair.
Light switch.
Imperial WC pan (2 off).

Powdercoated grab rail in WC.
CP TPH in WC
Small wall basin in toilet

3.8

ORIGINALITY
New (2001) replaced
damaged original with
sympathetic design.
Splash back tiles replaced
with old tiles
Taps and shower rose
replaced?

New (2001) replaced
damaged original with
sympathetic design.
1999.
New (2001)

Condition

Generally, the house is in reasonable condition. Some deteriorated elements noticed during
the inspection included:
3.8.1

EXTERIOR – HOUSE

Walls
Roof
DPS, Gutters
Windows
Wall cladding
Chimney
Fascias
Louvres
Pergola
Stone letter box
Drive
South Fence
North Fence
East Fence
West Fence
Back Drive
(beyond carport)
Electrical pole

Paint in reasonable condition, old electrical connection on east
unpainted. Minor paint peeling NW corner.
Galvanised metal in reasonable condition
In reasonable condition with some paint peeling
Paint deteriorating especially sills, and some paint peeling on east
side of living room.
Paint in reasonable condition
Paint flaking off above roof level
Paint in reasonable condition but peeling in places such as east side
above basement door.
At high level, paint in poor condition
Paint peeling
In good condition
Cracked but in reasonable condition
Paint in poor condition, timbers in reasonable condition
Part shrubs, part paling in fair condition and lattice in poor condition
Concrete post with chickenwire covered by plants
Hedge
Heavily cracked and in poor condition
In poor condition
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3.8.2

EXTERIOR – OTHER
Exterior – garage
(flat)
Chook Shed
Open Store Shed
Brick path
Pipe and
Chainwire fence

3.8.3

INTERIOR
Study
Bedroom 1
Bedroom 2

Corridor
Bedroom 3
Bedroom 4
Bathroom

Toilet
Hall
Living
Dining.
Kitchen
Laundry
Carport
3.8.4

Paint on south wall fair, north and west in reasonable condition, east
paint in poor condition. Timber fascia paint in poor condition. Roof,
gutter and downpipe in good condition.
Rough and unpainted but in reasonable condition
Good condition
Uneven.
Some rust but generally in reasonable condition

Carpet worn at desk. Minor cracking of ceiling and paint peeling
Minor crack near door
Minor crack near door. Minor movement of ceiling to all walls with
some cracking around quad cornice. Minor cracking to wall at head
of robe door. Dry rot in joinery to north wall.
Minor movement to quad bead to end cupboard. Steps worn, build
up of debris on ceiling vent.
Minor cracking of ceiling on north side. Minor chipping of robe door.
North wall (bathroom) greyish with discolouration. Different coloured
paint extended around east corner.
Minor discolouration of grout. Mark on wall near shower rail fixing.
Minor crack at high level in external wall. Minor crack beside window
frame. Minor crack above door.
Paint deterioration to quad cornice to south side. No cover to light.
Minor wearing of stairs to study
Crack around door to hall and outside. Crack in brickwork on west
adjacent door.
No cover to light. Crack around door.
Minor crack bench to wall. Minor crack to quad cornice. No cover to
lights. Damage to steps to dining room.
Minor crack to boards on ceiling against external wall. Minor crack
to cupboard on north.
No cover to light. Asbestos lagging to hot water pipework.

OBJECTS
The condition of the objects (refer Section 2.8 and Appendix A) is outlined below:
Study

Manning Clark‘s desk - Good condition overall. Ink stains and worn patch
showing evidence of use on desktop.
Steel nibbed pen – Excellent condition.
Images of significant people and works, and family – Varying condition,
from good to very poor. Damage to some paper from exposure to air and
sun.

Living

John Perceval painting – in good condition overall. Hairline cracking in
paint near top right corner, frame is worn.
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Steinberg piano – very good overall condition. Some slight dents and
scratches in wooden case. Slight raising of the veneer on top face. Kept
tuned and still played on occasion.
Statue of Siva – Good overall condition. Some slight tarnishing of metal,
particularly on the feet of the statue.
Pair of Savonarola style X-shaped chairs – Good overall condition. One
chair‘s back has a 6cm break near the left hand arm (when facing chair),
that has been mended with glue. The stain on both chairs has worn where
hands have rubbed the arm rests. The chairs still fold, though not easily.
Dining

Dining table (with chairs) - Good overall condition. Some wear, small
scratches on tabletop, no bowing observed. Small cracks near joints on
some of the chairs, one chair has cracks glued and twine binding as
reinforcement of vertical struts in back rest.
Armchair - Excellent condition. Recently reupholstered (in 2010).
Portrait of Manning Clark - Good condition.

Kitchen Akubra Hat – Slightly battered, brim bent, but overall condition is good. No
rips, felt unfaded.
Broken 7oz glass - Broken just above base of glass, only base and few
shards of sides remain.
Hall

3.9

Spode ‗Blue Italian‘ teacup and saucer – The handle of the teacup has
been broken in two and broken off from the cup. It has been mended using
solder and three lead staples – two at either end of the handle going
through the body of the cup and one at the point of the handle holding the
handle together. The interior of the cup shows rust marks in the china‘s
glaze around the staples. There are no other chips or marks and the blue
transfer is in good condition.

Survey of the Grounds

Reviews of the grounds were undertaken in April 2008 and March 2009. Figure 71: General
Survey of Site Plantings was compiled based on these visits. Over even a few years it can be
expected that there will be some attrition of various plantings and the grounds of MCH provide
evidence of this. However, the grounds also demonstrate considerable longevity in that many
elements remain from the formative years of the site after the house was built in 1953. A key
to and list of these plantings is contained in Attachment E.
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Figure 71: General Survey of Site Plantings
Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009
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Older components of the grounds include the cotoneaster hedge to the front boundary, the line
of Eucalypts inside this hedge, the delineation of the ‗house terrace‘ to the north of the main
house elevation, the deck tennis terrace, the kitchen garden, fruit trees, ornamental vine to the
front courtyard and vine plantings to the northern fence.
The remaining mature Eucalypts – one Argyle Apple (Eucalyptus cinerea), a Red Box
(Eucalyptus polyanthemos) and three Brittle Gums (Eucalyptus mannifera) – are by far the
tallest trees on the site and play an important role in establishing a sense of age for the
grounds as well as linking the site with its broader Forrest context and Collins Park.
Other plantings that have now assumed importance for the site include the mulberry tree near
the eastern boundary associated with the poet David Campbell and the Judas Tree (Cercis
siliquastrum) outside the living room window.
Throughout the site a number of distinctive spaces are apparent and these are documented on
Figure 72: Spatial Analysis. Some of the spaces result from the planning of the house – such
as the two intimate courtyard spaces – while others arise from the skewed position of the
buildings on the roughly squared allotment.
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Figure 72: Spatial Analysis
Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009
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One such space is that leading down the drive to the main entry courtyard. The experience of
arriving at the main entry is intensified through the converging lines of the drive and the parallel
Muehlenbeckia hedge with that of the house and its bordering plantings. Another key space
within the site, and one that relates closely to the house, is the enclosed terrace immediately to
the north.
Overall the grounds demonstrate a composite approach with a deliberate formality between
linear projections off the two house pavilions where the house terrace and the deck tennis
terrace echo the orthogonal layout along a central axis while the flanking areas to the west and
east have more relaxed spaces.
Figure 73: Visual Analysis documents a number of important views within the site. Apart from
the higher parts of the site (along the entry drive), the northern courtyard and within the house
(especially the study) most views are restricted to within the site boundaries. From the grounds
the house, crowned by the conspicuous study, forms the principal focal point.
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Figure 73: Visual Analysis
Source: Geoffrey Britton, 2009
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4.0

ANALYSIS AND STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Note: Furniture and Loose Items Analysis and Statement of Significance to be added.

4.1

Criteria

The criteria that currently are applicable for the ACT Heritage Register are those specified in
Section 10 of the Heritage Act 2004.
4.1.1 ACT HERITAGE CRITERIA
The following criteria are specified in Section 10 of the Heritage Act 2004 as that to be adopted
for assessing places in the ACT for the Heritage Places Register.
A place or object has heritage significance if it satisfies 1 or more of the following criteria (the
heritage significance criteria):
(a)

it demonstrates a high degree of technical or creative achievement (or both), by
showing qualities of innovation, discovery, invention or an exceptionally fine level of
application of existing techniques or approaches;

(b)

it exhibits outstanding design or aesthetic qualities valued by the community or a
cultural group;

(c)

it is important as evidence of a distinctive way of life, taste, tradition, religion, land use,
custom, process, design or function that is no longer practiced, is in danger of being
lost or is of exceptional interest;

(d)

it is highly valued by the community or a cultural group for reasons of strong or special
religious, spiritual, cultural, educational or social associations;

(e)

it is significant to the ACT because of its importance as part of local Aboriginal
tradition;

(f)

it is a rare or unique example of its kind, or is rare or unique in its comparative
intactness;

(g)

it is a notable example of a kind of place or object and demonstrates the main
characteristics of that kind;

(h)

it has strong or special associations with a person, group, event, development or
cultural phase in local or national history;

(i)

it is significant for understanding the evolution of natural landscapes, including
significant geological features, landforms, biota or natural processes;

(j)

it has provided, or is likely to provide, information that will contribute significantly to a
wider understanding of the natural or cultural history of the ACT because of its use or
potential use as a research site or object, teaching site or object, type locality or
benchmark site;

(k)

for a place—it exhibits unusual richness, diversity or significant transitions of flora,
fauna or natural landscapes and their elements;

(l)

for a place—it is a significant ecological community, habitat or locality for any of the
following:
(i)
the life cycle of native species;
(ii)
rare, threatened or uncommon species;
(iii)
species at the limits of their natural range;
(iv)
distinct occurrences of species.
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4.1.2

SIGNIFICANCE OF OBJECTS AND COLLECTION

The following criteria for assessing national significance of objects and collections has been
developed in the publication Significance 2.0: a guide to assessing the significance of
collections (Roslyn Russell and Kylie Winkworth, 2009, Collections Council of Australia Ltd).
Primary criteria
Historic significance
 Is the item or collection associated with an important historical event?
 Did it contribute to changing the course of national history or have an impact on the
development of Australia or a part of Australia?
 Is the item an outstanding example associated with an important event, person,
place, period, activity, industry or theme?
 Is the work an outstanding example representing the course or pattern of
Australia‘s natural or cultural history?
 Is the item or collection associated with a pivotal discovery or innovation in the
history of science, technology or design in Australia?
Artistic or aesthetic significance





How important is the artist, writer, designer or creator?
Is it an excellent example of a style, design, artistic movement or iconography?
Does the work have an important or pivotal place in an artist‘s oeuvre?
Does the work depict an important place, person, period, activity, story, idea or
event?
 Does the work show outstanding artistic, design, innovation or technical
accomplishment?
 Does the item have outstanding aesthetic value?
Scientific or research significance
 Does the item or collection support research on an important, rare or endangered
aspect of the natural environment?
 Does the item or collection have outstanding potential to yield information or
knowledge that will contribute to an understanding of Australia‘s natural or cultural
history?
 How or why is the item or collection of outstanding scientific interest or research
potential?
Social or spiritual significance
 How is the item or collection of outstanding social or spiritual value for a group or
community?
 Does the work embody beliefs, ideas, customs, traditions, associations, practices,
places or stories that are highly important for a particular group?
 How is the important social or spiritual significance of the item or collection
established or demonstrated?
Comparative criteria
Provenance
 Does the item have a particularly well documented provenance?
 How does this add to the meaning and importance of the item or collection?
Rarity or representativeness
 How rare is the item or collection? Is it the only one that exists in the country or the
world?
 Is the item an outstanding or iconic example, representative of its class or type?
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Condition or completeness
 Is the item in original or intact condition?
 Does the item or collection display outstanding integrity and completeness for its
type?
 Does the condition of the item make an important contribution to understanding its
use, history, creation or development?
Interpretive capacity
Does the item have a highly important place in the collection or in its place of context?

4.2

Analysis of Grounds

4.2.1

GENERAL
In one sense the whole site must be regarded as having National cultural value on
account of the eminent place CMH Clark‘s work has in recent Australian culture 31 –
especially as much of his major writing had been penned in the study of the house.
This is also consistent with similar recognition of the former Centennial Park home
(Highbury) of Clark‘s friend, Patrick White. Such a benchmark is further justified with
the inclusion of Robin Boyd‘s auspicious contribution as one of Australia‘s most refined
and distinguished architects and a brilliant social commentator 32.
For the grounds (including gardens, terraces, hedged boundaries and various
functional areas), individually, there appears to be ample evidence that both elder
Clarks (and particularly Dymphna) had a special interest in, and attachment to, their
gardens. The whole of the extant layout and many of the surviving plantings date from
the 1950s and 1960s so were committed at an early stage in the site‘s development
around the house. The deck tennis terrace was hand-built by Manning in 195433.
The chief significances of the Manning Clark House site arises from its direct
association with the Clark family – particularly Dymphna and Professor Manning Clark
who shaped and mostly maintained it over several decades – and as an apt setting for
the Boyd house design.
The grounds continue to demonstrate a high degree of integrity with many elements
remaining just as they were while Dymphna was still alive (to 2000). Many of the 1950s
and 1960s plantings survive, extensive hedging remains, the terracing is intact, a large
vegetable garden remains, brick paving remains and notable views to Canberran
landmarks are still evident from the grounds and house.
Other aspects of significance relating to the grounds include its social value to a large
community of interest and the important contribution the place makes to the
Blandfordia urban conservation precinct within the City of Canberra. As a city of
relatively recent origins, these older city precincts – particularly demonstrating Griffin
town planning layout and possessing an unusually large number of intact houses
between the 1930s and 1960s by outstanding architects – are of immense value as a
cultural legacy.

31

Carl Bridge has written ―few deny that Clark is Australia‘s most famous historian‖ and ―Clark‘s place in the historical
and literary pantheon is assured.‖ In The Oxford Companion to Australian History, Davison, Hirst and McIntyre (Eds.),
Oxford, 1998 (pp. 128-9)
32
In his landmark biography of Boyd, Geoffrey Serle noted that ―Boyd stands in the company of Patrick White,
Manning Clark and Barry Humphries as a social critic... Although White and Clark, in their visionary social-conscience
capacity, made much more impact than Boyd, he pre-dated their years of greatest activity.‖ (p. 326)
33
Sebastian Clark, 23 April, 2008, Personal communication
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4.2.2

SPECIFIC COMMENTS
The grounds of the Manning Clark House have considerable cultural value for the
following reasons:a)

They have a direct and long association with the Clark family – particularly
Dymphna and Professor Manning Clark who shaped and built the extant form.
This is embodied in the following features:
Ground modelling for terracing;

Plantings (including the prominent Eucalypts along Tasmania Circle, the
Spanish ornamental vine – Vitis vinifera var. tinctoria ‗Alicante‘ - across the
southern courtyard, the Judas Tree (Cercis siliquastrum) in front of the
living room, the line of less common fruit trees (including Persimmon,
Feijoa and Pomegranate) beyond the deck tennis terrace and the mulberry
tree (Morus alba) at the eastern boundary associated with the poet David
Campbell); and

Layout (including those plantings forming the spatial definition of the axial
terraces).
The gardens, specifically, also have value as:


A setting for introspection and contemplation (Manning was known to
stand in the garden absorbed in thought34; Dymphna gardened35); and
The focus of regular plant exchanges 36 – that time-honoured cultural pasttime of serious gardeners – where Dymphna provided garden cuttings to
friends, family and visitors and also received plant material in return.

b)

The overall place (house and grounds) has significance on account of its
contribution to, and place within, the Blandfordia 4 Precinct conservation area
of Forrest.

c)

As the immediate setting for Robin Boyd‘s 1952 ‗peninsula‘-type house – the
first of his Canberra commissions.
Boyd appears to have sited the house along the contours with its principal axis
directly facing St Andrew‘s (with its handsome tower and spire) and
consciously avoided any direct address to the street. The planting out of the
front with cotoneaster hedging and tall Eucalypts - as well as the principal
address of the house to the north garden - further reinforces this apparent
eschewing of the streetscape.
Very few other houses within Tasmania Circle share this interesting orientation
of the house within the allotment: they are otherwise consistent in directly
facing the front street. The house, therefore, enjoys a special relationship to its
garden setting and, reinforced by the screen of hedges and trees at the front,
is designed to focus attention on the northern gardens. The layout of the
gardens further follows this cue by extending to the north and echoing the
flanking pavilions.
The house also retains notable views of Canberran scenery37 while the
grounds also reveal views to Canberran landmarks such as Black Mountain
and the flagpole structure of Parliament House.

34

Mark McKenna, 23 April, 2008, Personal communication
Wilma Robb, 23 April, 2008, Personal communication. Wilma often gardened with Dymphna and continues to help
maintain the gardens.
36
Clare Hoey, 23 April, 2008, Personal communication
35
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The house is also a repository of an important archive of personal and
professional Clark family material. (There are also various aspects of
significance specifically for the house that are not relevant for the present
review.)
d)

There is embedded in the fabric of the place considerable social value for a
broad community of interest including the immediate and extended Clark
family, friends, neighbours and visitors. The community of interest would also
extend to those using the place – as Dymphna envisaged - as a venue for
continuing cultural activities consistent with the Clarks‘ broad worldview and as
accommodation and a work base for visiting scholars. The place is also likely
to hold special value for those with an interest in the building and the site such
as Boyd scholars, architectural historians, architects and architecture students.

e)

The site is also remarkable in that, unlike virtually all of the neighbouring
houses of the period or earlier, Manning Clark House remains with exactly the
same footprint and spatial relationship to the original allotment as intended in
Boyd‘s design.
38

The Citation for Manning Clark House on the ACT Heritage Register identifies the
"Peninsula Design" house; and gardens as features intrinsic to the Heritage
Significance of the place.

4.3

Analysis of House Design, Objects and Collection

4.3.1

BOYD’S CANBERRA HOUSES
Robin Boyd designed five houses in Canberra including:
Name of House

Address

Build date

Manning Clarke House
Fenner House
Roche House
WG Verge House
DH Eltringham House

11 Tasmania Circle, Forrest
8 Monaro Crescent, Red Hill
8 Bedford St, Deakin
204 Monaro Crescent, Red Hill
12 Marawa Place, Aranda

(1952-53)
(1953-54)
(1954)
(1963)
(1970-71)

Manning Clark House and Fenner House are more intact and representative of the
39
Post-War Melbourne Regional style
40

Particular style indications are :









Low-pitch gable roof
Steel roofing
Widely projecting eaves
Long, unbroken roof line
Narrow edge to roof
Exposed rafters
Exposed joists
Verandah







Timber post
Unpainted vertical boarding
Unpainted horizontal boarding
Glass wall with regularly spaced
timber mullions
Brick chimney expressed as a
simple block

Boyd is acknowledged as one of the key practitioners of this style.
37

The monograph MCH:Reflections quotes the poet AD Hope standing with Manning Clark in the study and, surveying
Mount Ainslie and Black Mountain, saying ―I see books being written here…‖ (Front cover)
38
http://www.tams.act.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0020/13646/108.pdf
39
Apperly et al, 1995, Identifying Australian Architecture, Angus and Robertson, Sydney p218-221
40
Apperley et al, 1995, p220
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4.3.2

4.3.3

BOYD’S HOUSES
It is generally recognised in the Architectural profession that there are better Boyd
designed houses, particularly in Melbourne such as
Name of House

Location

Build date

Featherstone House
Robyn Boyd House II
Walkley Residence

Melbourne
Melbourne
Adelaide

1969
1958
41
1965

OTHER HOUSES OF THE PERIOD
Other 1950‘s houses recognised by the Australian Institute of Architects in the Register
of Significant Twentieth Century Architecture or Architectural Map in Canberra are:
Name of House

Address

Architect

Build date

Mackie House

41 National Circuit,
Forrest
10 Gawler Cres, Deakin
11 Northcote St Deakin
Block 322 Federal
Highway

McConnell, Smith
and Johnson
Alex Jelinek
Harry Seidler
Professor Leslie
Wilkinson

1958-9

Benjamin House
Bowden House
Arnold Grove
House

1956
1954-5
1958

These have their own significance but are all Sydney-based architects and quite
different to Boyd‘s houses.
4.3.4

OBJECTS AND COLLECTION
The house contains an in situ collection of objects originating from the Clarks‘
occupation of the house and Manning Clark‘s work in the house.
The continued existence of these objects as a collection in the house adds
considerably to the overall significance of the place. Collectively, they help interpret
the life and work of the Clarks‘ in the house. It is useful however to consider parts of
the collection, and some individual objects, when considering their significance. The
objects range from household objects such as kitchen crockery and utensils and
everyday furniture, to items with considerable individual significance on a national
level, such as Manning Clark‘s desk on which he wrote over a million words of A
history of Australia and Arthur Boyd‘s portrait of Manning Clark, which sits for six
months of the year above the dining table and for six months in the National Portrait
Gallery. On this basis, the more significant items have been assessed individually,
while parts of the collection, such as the kitchen items, have been assessed together.
Individual objects
Refer to the individual object data sheets at Attachment E.
Parts of collection


Kitchen items

There are a range of everyday kitchen items dating from the Clarks‘ occupation of the
house. Of particular significance are those objects associated with Dymphna Clark‘s
ingenuity and resourcefulness, and the culture of hospitality associated with the
Clarks and in particular Dymphna Clark.
Such objects include:

41

List from Australian Institute of Architects National Heritage Committee of twentieth century architecture individual
houses for consideration on the Australian National Heritage Register.
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 walnut shell ‗boats‘ Dymphna Clark made for Sebastian‘s wedding at
Wapengo;
 a tea cosy made from one of Manning Clark‘s jumpers;
 ice trays used for home-made ice cream;
 meringue trays; and
 brown ‗long neck‘ bottles used for home made ginger beer.
These items also include individual heirlooms, including one particular wine glass
originally owned by Dymphna Clarks‘ grandfather, Axel Hansen. The glass is
associated with a significant family story. Axel Hansen was a sailor, often at sea.
Before they were married, Dymphna Clark‘s grandmother issued an ultimatum, ‗if you
want to marry me, you have to leave the sea‘. He did so, and this is his wine glass
from when he sailed. It has thicker than usual glass to protect it from breaking when
falling, which was much more likely in a ship during rough seas than on land.


Manning Clark’s record player and music collection

The record player and substantial collection of vinyl records helps demonstrate
Manning Clark‘s important relationship with music. He was said to have listened
music while he read in his favourite armchair and during meals. A family story goes
that when he had deemed dinner table conversation with his children to have
finished, Manning would turn up the volume quite loud.


Dymphna Clark’s serving crockery collection, glassware and Chinese
mugs

Another part of the object collection of the house that helps interpret the culture of
hospitality is the substantial serving crockery collection. Some of the crockery was
from Dymphna‘s parents‘ collection and dates from around the 1920s. Of particular
importance in the eyes of Dymphna Clark‘s children are the Wedgewood crockery
and servery, and a number of pieces which were gifts from people important to the
Clarks, including a serving bowl which was a gift from former senator Susan Ryan
and a jug and bowl which was a gift from poet David Campbell. The size and sheer
number of serving dishes demonstrates how many people were fed at Manning Clark
house.
Dymphna Clark‘s children recall her having a great love of blue, and this is
demonstrated by the glassware displayed on the windowsill above the record player.
Most of these pieces were purchased by Dymphna Clark herself.
The Chinese mugs on the second shelf in kitchen were a gift bought by Manning
Clark for Dymphna Clark, some time before 1978.


The Clarks’ book collection (including Manning Clark’s library)

Manning and Dymphna Clark‘s book collection consists of over 10,000 volumes
(http://manningclark.org.au/html/About_House.html) and remains in situ in the house.
The bulk of the collection is located in Manning Clark‘s study and consists of
Manning Clark‘s academic library. The book collection as a whole, and in particular
Manning Clark‘s academic collection, is highly significant both for its role in the work
and thinking of Manning Clark as an historian, and for its research value as a source
for future research. It remains accessible to members of Manning Clark House (by
arrangement - http://manningclark.org.au/content/membership-manning-clark-house).
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Collection of artworks

Aside from the collection of notable individual artworks which have been assessed
separately (the paintings by Arthur Boyd and John Perceval) there are a number
additional artworks of significance.
This includes:
 A painting by Charles Blackman, displayed in the lounge.
 Robin Boyd‘s blueprint plans of Manning Clark House, displayed in the
hallway.
 A drawing of a church, also displayed in the hallway, believed to depict the
church where Manning and Dymphna were married.
 A painting of Dymphna Clark‘s mother at a spinning wheel, displayed in
Katerina‘s bedroom.
 A table with tiles painted by Yvonne Boyd (Arthur Boyd‘s wife), located in
the study.
 Original newspaper cartoons of Manning Clark, displayed in Manning
Clark‘s study.

4.4

Analysis Against Criteria

4.4.1

THE HOUSE AND GARDENS
(a)

it demonstrates a high degree of technical or creative achievement (or both),
by showing qualities of innovation, discovery, invention or an exceptionally fine
level of application of existing techniques or approaches;
The house demonstrates a high degree of creative achievement and was
innovative for its time. It demonstrates an exceptionally fine level of
application of the techniques used by leading Melbourne Architects of the day
and considers orientation to the north and relationship with the site and
gardens which was uncommon in this period.
There is some relationship with views and elements beyond the site.

(b)

it exhibits outstanding design or aesthetic qualities valued by the community or
a cultural group;
The house demonstrates outstanding design and aesthetic values which are
valued by Architects as illustrated by its listing on architectural heritage
registers and by the members of MCH.

(c)

it is important as evidence of a distinctive way of life, taste, tradition, religion,
land use, custom, process, design or function that is no longer practiced, is in
danger of being lost or is of exceptional interest;
The house is an outstanding example of Post War Melbourne Regional Style
and is sometimes referred to as a Peninsular style. Due to its high degree of
intactness, the house and grounds demonstrate a way of life from the 1950‘s in
Canberra.
It is also part of Blandfordia 4 Precinct which is representative of Canberra‘s
earlier development.

(d)

it is highly valued by the community or a cultural group for reasons of strong
or special religious, spiritual, cultural, educational or social associations;
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The house is highly valued by members of MCH and has become a place of
learning and discussion and is developing a special and unique presence in
Canberra.
(e)

it is significant to the ACT because of its importance as part of local Aboriginal
tradition;
N/A

(f)

it is a rare or unique example of its kind, or is rare or unique in its comparative
intactness;
The house and gardens are remarkably intact and are a rare example of the
1950s house style and setting in Canberra.

(g)

it is a notable example of a kind of place or object and demonstrates the main
characteristics of that kind;
The house is a notable example of the Melbourne Regional Style as is
illustrated by the architect Robin Boyd and the large number of style indicators
met.

(h)

it has strong or special associations with a person, group, event, development
or cultural phase in local or national history;
The house and garden have strong and special associations with notable
Australians Manning Clark and Robin Boyd.

(i)

it is significant for understanding the evolution of natural landscapes, including
significant geological features, landforms, biota or natural processes;
N/A

(j)

it has provided, or is likely to provide, information that will contribute
significantly to a wider understanding of the natural or cultural history of the
ACT because of its use or potential use as a research site or object, teaching
site or object, type locality or benchmark site;
The house and grounds, due to its intactness and representativeness,
provided a rare example of 1950s design and living and as such is a research
site and teaching site.

(k)

for a place—it exhibits unusual richness, diversity or significant transitions of
flora, fauna or natural landscapes and their elements;
N/A

(l)

for a place—it is a significant ecological community, habitat or locality for any
of the following:
(i) the life cycle of native species;
(ii) rare, threatened or uncommon species;
(iii) species at the limits of their natural range;
(iv) distinct occurrences of species
N/A

4.4.2

OBJECTS AND COLLECTION


Primary criteria

Historic significance
The collection as a whole has historic significance through their association with the
career and works of Professor Manning Clark over the most important part of his
career, being the writing and publication of A history of Australia. Of particular note are
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those items directly associated with the works of Professor Manning Clark, including
his desk and writing objects, and which are considered to have national significance.
There are items of the collection that also have historic significance through
demonstrating the importance of the house in the cultural and intellectual life of
Canberra and Australia. This includes the kitchen table at which Manning and
Dymphna Clark hosted a range of well known and influential figures.
Artistic or aesthetic significance
Parts of the collection with artistic/aesthetic significance include the portrait of Manning
Clark by his friend Arthur Boyd, and paintings by John Perceval, Charles Blackman and
furniture embedded with painted tiles by Yvonne Boyd. While further research would
need to be done to determine the place of the works by Perceval and Blackman in those
artists‘ careers, the portrait of Manning Clark by Arthur Boyd is housed in the National
Portrait Gallery for part of the year, features on the cover of the biography of Manning
Clark (Manning Clark: a life) by Brian Matthews, and is considered by those who know
Manning to be an uncanny representation of him. It may have national significance.
Scientific or research significance
The completeness and authenticity of the objects in the house may have research
significance in providing further insights into the lives of Manning and Dymphna Clark.
The collection of books and papers that remain in the house, in particular, are
considered likely to have considerable research significance. The books are have the
potential to be primary sources of research into the influences and ideas that shaped
Clark‘s unique presentation of history, while the papers remaining at the house may
provide evidence of hitherto unknown aspects of Clark‘s life and work. While it can be
acknowledged that given the papers of Manning Clark catalogued by and stored at the
National Library of Australia (see: http://manningclark.org.au/content/guide-papersmanning-clark; http://www.nla.gov.au/ms/findaids/7550.html) are likely to have greater
information value than those papers remaining at the house, it is also likely that the
papers at the National Library of Australia have already been researched to a greater
degree than those remaining in situ at Manning Clark house, and these therefore
retain significant research value.
Social or spiritual significance
The objects and collection at Manning Clark House continue to be identified with
Manning and Dymphna Clark by the Clark family, who remain closely involved with the
management and use of the house, as well as the many Canberrans and Australians
who visit and use Manning Clark House as a place of intellectual exchange and a
focus for community life in Canberra.


Comparative criteria

Provenance
Most of the objects in the house have a reasonably well known provenance from their
existence prior to entering the Clarks‘ house, although in most cases this is dependent
on the unwritten recollections of those closely associated with the Clarks, including
their children and former housekeeper. In almost all cases, however, the period during
which the most important objects gained the associations that gives them their
significance was during the occupation of the house by the Clarks, and therefore as in
situ objects their provenance is outstanding.
Rarity or representativeness
A number of the most significant items, such as Manning Clark‘s desk, the images of
family and significant people in Manning Clark‘s study, and the portrait of Manning
Clark by Arthur Boyd, are iconic and outstanding unique objects. Other objects of
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lesser significance are considered reasonably representative of their class or type, in
particular the kitchen objects.
Condition or completeness
Apart from the images of family and significant people in Manning Clark‘s study, the
objects and collection are in good to excellent condition. As in situ objects associated
with Manning Clark‘s life and works, the collection as a whole is remarkably complete.
Interpretive capacity
Objects such as Manning Clark‘s desk, the images of family and significant people in
Manning Clark‘s study, and the book collection, have excellent interpretative capacity.
As a whole, as an in situ collection it has high interpretative capacity and assists
immeasurably with the interpretation of the house.

4.5

Australian Historical Themes

Manning Clark House and gardens represent the following Australian Historic themes:
3.22

Lodging people

4.6

Remembering significant phases in the development of settlements,
towns and cities

8.7

Honouring achievement

8.10

Pursuing excellence in the arts and sciences especially.
8.10.3 creating literature
8.10.4 designing and building fine buildings

4.6

8.12

Living in and around Australian homes

8.13

Living in cities and suburbs

Statement of Significance

Manning Clark House is significant as an outstanding and substantially intact Canberra
example of a Post War Melbourne Regional Style house designed by one of Australia‘s leading
Architects, Robin Boyd.
The house demonstrates innovative design with particular attention to orientation and a
relationship to the grounds.
The house was commissioned by Australia‘s leading and influential historian, Manning Clark
and his wife Dymphna and the grounds design, including terracing, plantings and layout, are
illustrative of the period and the personal touch of the Manning Clark‘s to suit their family‘s
needs.
The house and grounds are representative of its 1950s design and as such is an illustration of
the period and a teaching site.
The ongoing public use as MCH continues a place of learning and discussion which has
generated a special and unique presence in Canberra.
The continuing existence of an in situ collection of the family‘s objects contributes considerably
to the significance of the house. This collection includes objects of significance in their own
right, including the desk at which Manning Clark wrote most of his major and original
contributions to Australian scholarship, including over a million words of A History of Australia.
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4.7

Significance of Elements

The following details help clarify the elements of significance associated with the site, buildings
and landscape. They are divided as suggested by JS Kerr in the Conservation Plan into the
following levels:


Exceptional
(These elements are considered intrinsic to the significance of the place).



Considerable



Some or Contributory



Little



Intrusive or Non-Contributory

The assessment is based on the elements‘ contributions to the integrity and significance of the
site and its local significance only.
The place (house and grounds) is of local significance and worthy of listing on the ACT
Heritage Register. The following table details the relative significance of the components
within the context of ACT Heritage:
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Exceptional (Intrinsic)

Considerable

Some

Little

 Association with Robin
Boyd

 Carport

 Grab rail and stair in
corridor

 The new fittings in bathroom
(pan and basin)

 Association with Manning
and Dymphna Clark

 Garage/flat

 Open store shed

 The new fittings in toilet
(basin)

 The house in its current
design, layout and size
 The original fabric of the
house including walls,
windows, ceiling, floors,
doors, and joinery
 Garden terraces and
hedged boundaries
 Garden functional areas
including vegetable garden
 Brick paving
 Plantings including
eucalypts along Tasmania
Circle, Spanish ornamental
vine, the Judas Tree,
remnant fruit trees,
mulberry tree.
 Overall house and grounds
 Considerable archive of
personal and professional
Clark family material
 Manning Clark‘s desk and

 Pergola to north side
 Chook shed

 Bitumen paving

 The new fittings in kitchen
(oven)

 Associations and current
use of MCH

 Original drawings of house
and alterations

 Being part of Blandfordia 4
Conservation Precinct

 Bird perch
 Stone mail box

 The new fittings in laundry
(washing machine, dryer,
dishwasher)

 Social value generated by
members of MCH

 Other plantings

 Gutter and downpipes

 Roof sheeting
 Colour scheme
 Non-original fabric to
original details including
metal sun screen and
metal cladding

Intrusive

 Modern hardware and
additions (lights, conduits,
door closer, etc)
 Air conditioning unit on pad
 Exposed flue on east side of
house

 Views out to Canberra
landmarks, such as Mt
Majura and Black Mountain
 Fences
 Broken 7oz beer glass
 Drawing of a church, also
displayed in the hallway,
believed to depict the
church where Manning and
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writing objects
 Arthur Boyd‘s portrait of
Manning Clark
 Manning Clark‘s armchair
 Dining table (with chairs)
 Images of significant
people and works, and
family (located in Manning
Clark‘s study)
 The entire book collection
 Paintings by John Perceval
and Charles Blackman
 Piano
 Savonarola chairs

Dymphna were married
 Painting of Dymphna
Clark‘s mother at a
spinning wheel, displayed
in Katerina‘s bedroom
 Table with tiles painted by
Yvonne Boyd (Arthur
Boyd‘s wife), located in the
study
 Original newspaper
cartoons of Manning Clark,
displayed in Manning
Clark‘s study
 Manning Clark‘s record
player and music collection
 Dymphna Clark‘s serving
crockery collection,
glassware and Chinese
mugs
 Kitchen items from
Dymphna Clark‘s
occupation of house
 Remaining original furniture
from Manning and
Dymphna Clark‘s
occupation of the house
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5.0

OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS

This section outlines the requirements set down by legislation and those that arise from the
Statement of Significance. This will place certain constraints and opportunities on the place.
These are set down in the policies in Section 6.

5.1

Australian Heritage Council Act 2003 (AHC Act) and Environment
Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act)

This Act is not applicable to Manning Clark House.

5.2

ACT Heritage Council

Manning Clark House is in the ACT Heritage Register so the full requirements of the Heritage
Act 2004 apply.
Proposed work on the place will require referral of the proposal by the Approval Authority to the
Heritage Council for advice. Heritage Guidelines will specify the conservation objectives
applicable to the place and its constituent parts. Nevertheless, all proposals for change to the
place should involve consultation with the ACT Heritage Council.

5.3

National Trust of Australia (ACT)

Manning Clark House has been classified by the National Trust and as it is of heritage interest,
the National Trust will be keen to see that the place is appropriately conserved.

5.4

Burra Charter

The Australian ICOMOS Charter for places of cultural significance (the Burra Charter, as
adopted in November 1999) provides specific guidelines for the treatment of places of cultural
significance.
This study has been prepared in accordance with those principles. The Charter provides
specific guidance for physical and procedural actions that should occur in relation to significant
places. Guidelines relevant to Manning Clark House are:


The significant elements of the site should be conserved and managed in a manner
which does not place the item at risk (Article 2)



Conservation works and changes on the site should be based upon a policy of
minimal intrusion and change and should not distort an appreciation of the original
fabric (Article 3)



Conservation works should be based upon best practice using traditional
techniques in preference to modern adaptations (Article 4)



Conservation and future use to consider all aspects and relative degrees of
significance (Article 5)



The policy for managing the place must be based on an understanding of
significance (Article 6)



The use of the building has generally been constant throughout its life and so a
similar use in the future should continue. (Article 7)



Manning Clark House is part of the heritage landscape of the area which needs to
be identified. However, there are opportunities for change while conserving the
main significance of the site. (Article 8)



Buildings to be conserved should generally be retained in their current location
(Article 9)
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Contents which contribute to the cultural significance should be identified and
retained (Articles 10 and 11).



Conservation, interpretation and management of a place should be facilitated in a
manner which provides for the participation of people for whom the place has
special association and meanings (Article 12)



Co-existence of cultural values to be respected (Article 13)



Conservation, preservation, restoration, reconstruction, interpretation and
adaptation are all part of the ongoing conservation of the place and should follow
accepted processes (Article 14–25)



This study is part of the conservation process. More detailed studies of the site
may be necessary before any new major works occur to particular elements of the
area (Article 26)



The impact on the significance should be considered before any change occurs
(Article 27)



Existing fabric should be recorded before disturbance occurs. Disturbance of
significant fabric may occur in order to provide evidence needed for the making of
decisions on the conservation of the place (Article 28)



The decision making procedure and individuals responsible for policy should be
identified (Article 29)



Appropriate direction and supervision should be maintained through all phases of
the work and implemented by people with appropriate knowledge and skills (Article
30)



A log of new evidence and additional decisions should be kept (Article 31)



Copies of all reports and records relating to the significance and conservation of the
place should be placed in a permanent archive and be made publicly available
(Article 32)



Significant items from the site should be recorded, catalogued and protected (Article
33)



Adequate resources be provided for conservation work (Article 34)

Arising from the Statement of Significance

The general requirements are:


Elements of exceptional significance must be retained, conserved and maintained
in accordance with the Burra Charter.



Elements of considerable significance should be retained and conserved in
accordance with the Burra Charter. Minor adaptation may be considered provided
significant fabric is conserved and careful recording occurs.



Elements of some significance should be retained but could be removed, adapted
or reconstructed especially to allow for the conservation of the place as a whole.
Any change to be preceded by full recording.



Elements of little significance should be retained but could be removed in part or in
full or adapted provided impact on the other elements of significance is minimised
and only after full recording.



Elements identified as intrusive should be removed if and when practicable to
reduce the adverse impact on the overall significance of the place or to conserve
elements of greater significance.
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It is important to note that some elements have been identified as being of exceptional
significance and whilst certain elements would in isolation, ordinarily be considered of less than
exceptional significance; in their current context (contributing to the sum significance of the
complex) they derive a greater level of significance. It is important that there is no loss through
attrition and change of component elements to the extent that the overall exceptional
significance of the complex could be diminished.

5.6

Building Controls

These will apply which means that proposed building work will require planning approval
through the ACT Planning and Land Authority and a building approval to ensure compliance
with the Building Code of Australia.
This is a normal process and will be no different with the proposed heritage listing except that
under the Heritage Act (refer Clause 5.2) additional controls will apply.

5.7

Leasing Controls

As the place is owned by the Manning Clark Family, leasing controls will apply no constraints
while current usage continues. If use is proposed to change leasing issues may need to be
considered.

5.8

Disability Access

As the place issued for public events, access for people with disabilities is generally required
under the Building Code of Australia and should be provided as there is a risk of a complaint
under the Disability Discrimination Act. While access to the house could be relatively easily
provided, there are no accessible toilet facilities and the grounds are not access friendly.

5.9

MCH

5.9.1

LEASE
The lease is included as Attachment B - Section 5 defines responsibilities for
maintenance; Section 6 defines responsibilities for insurance; and Section 7 defines
responsibilities for use.

5.9.2

USAGE
The current usage of the house is outlined below.
5.9.2.1 Numbers
Visitors to the House are estimated to be as follows:
Event or Activity

Number of
Participants

Attendance at regular events on a
weekly basis (Spanish classes, Spanish
choir, book clubs, etc):

about 50

Attendance at regular events on a
monthly basis (book clubs and other
group meetings):

about 25-30

each month for 10
months

Attendance at other events in the
House, including dinners, wine and
cheese evenings, colloquium, etc

300-400.

Note: Fewer dinners
planned this year, but
more wine and
cheese evenings
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Event or Activity

Number of
Participants

Frequency

Attendance at events mostly in the
Garden, including Weekend of Ideas,
garden party, ―tertulla‖, ANU medical
school seminars, Christmas party, etc

400

Casual visitors (tours, etc)

50.

Volunteers using facilities, (including
kitchen for various activities

70

Committee meetings, including various
planning meetings

approx 20 people
each event, 240
over the year

about 20 times a
year

Residents (bedrooms and ―run of the
house‖)

Average of five to
six residents per
year

for periods of four to
six weeks each

Occasional dinners (after MCH Lecture
which is held at National Library, etc)
using dining room and sitting room.

about 20 people
at each event,
about 100 over
the year

about 5 times a year

Awarding of MCH cultural awards

30

once a year.

Note: tours of the
House are a feature
of the Weekend of
Ideas

5.9.2.2 Events Using The House
 Weekend of Ideas – two days mostly in the garden, involving two main marquees
and several smaller ones in the gardens, tours of the House, a Saturday night
dinner prepared in kitchen and dining room by volunteers and served in MCH
marquee in the gardens.
This event also involves approximately 10 planning committee meetings over
about 7-8 months, and 50 volunteers.
 Dinners in the main room. In the past, up to 10 a year, with 24 guests. About 5
planned for this year. Pre-dinner drinks served in dining room. Food usually
prepared in volunteers‘ homes and some in the kitchen. Main room furniture
moved out to bedrooms, office and sometimes to the courtyard area - and
temporary tables set up.
 Wine and cheese evenings, poetry readings, book launches, etc. Held in the main
room – furniture also moved out. Plastic lawn chairs set up for audience.
 Meetings, Spanish classes, book club meetings, etc: both around the dining room
table and in the sitting room. Furniture used as is.
 Garden events such as garden party, Christmas party, etc. Use plastic lawn chairs
and tables – some preparation of food in kitchen, etc.
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5.10

Sustainability

A report has been prepared by Derek F Wrigley, OAM, Solar Architectural Consulting in
October 2008 and is included as Attachment F.
The report makes a number of recommendations in respect to improving sustainability of the
house, such as conserving energy, reducing pollution, and improving thermal comfort.
Suggestions include:


Skylights to corridor, Bedrooms 3 & 4, dining and kitchen



Relocate gas heater flue into original chimney



Adding conservatory to north side



Adding photovoltaic cells to north roof



Replace louvers with coolaroo panels



Increase screening to west side with Boston ivy



Extended deck to north side



Heat pump hot water evaporative panels on roof



Drain stormwater into underground tank



Double glaze windows



Insulate cavities and under floor



Ridge vent to dining room



Trap door to study.

5.11

Blandfordia and Heritage Listing

Constraints arise under the ACT Heritage Act 2004 from Manning Clark House being listed as
an individual significant item within the Blandfordia 4 Heritage Precinct, Forrest and affect both
the house and grounds. Of direct relevance is the specific listing of Manning Clark House on
the ACT Heritage Places Register as item V56. There are also various implications arising
from the overall precinct requirements and these include Sections:1.

Conservation of the ‘Garden City’ Subdivision and Urban Structure
Mandatory requirements:
1.1a
Blocks shall retain the visual characteristics of the original subdivision
when viewed from the street or adjacent public domain, ie. a single detached
house, townhouse or duplex.

2.

Conserving Landscape and Streetscape Values
Objective 2.1

Siting, setbacks and garden settings for all houses

Objective 2.2

Trees on private land

Objective 2.3

Verges

Objective 2.4

Verge crossings and driveways

Objective 2.5

Hedges and front gardens

Objective 2.6

Fences
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Garages and Carports for al Residential Blocks
Objective 3.0 Garages and carports for all residential blocks
Additional Requirements for Identified Significant Buildings
This section has the following objectives:
(i)

To allow for adaptation of heritage places

(ii)

To ensure that alterations and additions retain significant features and
do not detract from the form, scale and setting of heritage places

(iii)

To encourage well designed contemporary architecture in heritage
places.

And covers such areas as:

5.12

4.1

Demolition

4.2

Siting

4.3

Form and Scale

4.4

Roofs

4.5

Doors and Windows

4.6

Architectural Details

4.7

Utilities and Services

4.8

Applied Finishes

4.9

Driveways and Parking Structures

4.10

Outbuildings and Ancillary Structures

4.11

Landscapes, Gardens and Trees

4.12

Fences

4.13

Pools and Tennis Courts

Grants

National Library of Australia Community Heritage Grants
Manning Clark House is likely to be eligible to apply for a National Library of Australia
Community Heritage Grant, an annual grants program (http://www.nla.gov.au/chg/).
Applications close around May. The program provides grants of up to $15,000 to community
organisations to assist with ‗the preservation of locally owned, but nationally significant
collections of materials that are publically accessible including artefacts, letters, diaries, maps,
photographs, and audio visual material‘.
The types of projects supported include:


Significance assessments of collections;



Preservation needs assessments of collections;



Conservation activities and collection management; and



Training workshops.

A grant application could be prepared to fund activities recommended in the Conservation work
(7.9), Cataloguing (7.17.4) and Archival and Library Collection (7.17.5) sections.
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6.0

CONSERVATION POLICY

Note: Polices for furniture and loose items to be added

6.1

Introduction

The purpose of conservation policy is to provide heritage guidelines in the form of policies to
guide the ongoing protective care of places or items of significance. The policies should be
sufficiently flexible to recognise the constraints and requirements, accommodate compatible
change and at the same time enable the character and significance of the place to be
retained and conserved. In general, each policy statement is followed by an explanation to
clarify and assist in its understanding.

6.2

Overall Conservation Objective

The overall conservation objective presented in the following policies is to ensure that
Manning Clark House is conserved as an asset for private and community use, preferably by
MCH or similar organisation.
An overview of this is:

6.3

6.2.1

As a significant design by an important Australian Architect, Robin Boyd, the
original fabric including materials and colours are important to record and
conserve in situ.

6.2.2

With significant association with Manning Clark the objects within the house
that were part of the Manning Clarks life at any stage are important to record
and conserve with the house.

6.2.3

As a significant design and associated with Manning and Dymphna Clark, the
grounds are important to record and conserve.

6.2.4

Where changes have occurred then they need to be identified recorded and if
part of Manning and Dymphna Clarks input then they should be conserved as
they existed when Dymphna died (i.e. May 2000)

6.2.4

Changes after May 2000 will only be considered, if essential to the
preservation of the house.

6.1.5

Current usage can continue provided the other policies are not compromised.

Features Intrinsic to Significance

The features considered intrinsic to the significance of Manning Clark House are those listed
as of exceptional and considerable significance in Clause 4.7.

6.4

Conservation Planning Practice
CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE 1:
To ensure that any decisions or actions
which will impact on the significance of the place are based upon
professional conservation planning principles.
Policy 1.1

The statement of significance detailed in Clause 4.6 should be
adopted as one of the bases for guiding the ongoing
management and change to the site.
The ACT Heritage Register details should be amended to include the
statement of significance from this report.
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All works which will impact on the site and buildings should be
undertaken in accordance with the principles of Australia
ICOMOS including the Charter for the Conservation of Places of
Cultural Significance (Burra Charter).
It is important that experienced conservation practitioners and
tradespeople are involved in any future works in the Precinct and that
sound conservation principles are applied to any work.
Further explanation of some of these issues is included in Section
5.4.

Policy 1.3

The policies and recommendations included in this CMP should
be endorsed as a guide for the future of the site.
For the ongoing protective care of Manning Clark House there needs
to be an accepted position which guides the future of the place.
Where proposed work is in accordance with the CMP then there is
unlikely to be an adverse impact on the heritage significance of the
place. However statutory approvals as indicated in Section 5 will
apply.
In addition to the general conservation objective, the Heritage Act
permits the establishment of heritage guidelines for the conservation
of the heritage significance of places. The policies in the following
sections have been prepared to form the heritage guidelines and
supplement the Heritage Guidelines for the Blandfordia 4 Precinct
(refer clause 5.11)

6.5

Retention of Cultural Significance
CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE 2:
To minimise the loss of the historical integrity
of Manning Clark House.
Policy 2.1

Manning Clark House and its collection should be conserved.
As a significant place with an important collection in situ, it is
important to ensure that ongoing maintenance and management
occurs to ensure that the significant building and collection is kept in
reasonable condition and complete. (Refer Section 7)

Policy 2.2

Items of exceptional significance must be conserved.
Refer Section 4.7 for what is included under this heading.
The items listed ―exceptional significance‘ must be retained and
conserved in accordance with the Burra Charter. No adaptation
should occur unless it has minimal impact on the cultural significance
of the place.

Policy 2.3

Items of considerable significance should be conserved.
Refer Section 4.7 for what is included under this heading.
The items listed 'considerable significance' should be retained and
conserved in accordance with the Burra Charter. Minor adaptation
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may be considered provided significant fabric is conserved and
careful recording occur. The items should be retained as is, subject
to essential maintenance. The items should not be removed unless
essential for the operation of the place.
Policy 2.4

Items of some significance should be conserved as far as
practical
Refer Section 4.7 for what is included under this heading.
The items listed ‗some significance‘ should be retained but could be
removed, adapted or reconstructed to allow for the conservation of
the place as a whole. Any change to be preceded by full recording. If
altered they may replicate original details, current details or be new
sympathetic details.

Policy 2.5

Items of little significance should be retained, but can be
adapted to suit changing requirements or be removed, provided
that the impact on the other items of significance is minimised.
To maintain effective use of the building some areas may need to be
upgraded. The items of little significance can be changed including
demolition to suit ongoing needs for the place. Existing elements
should be recorded prior to any change and the impact on the other
elements of significance be minimised.
Where changes occur, reconstruction of original details is appropriate
or modern but sympathetic details can be adopted.

Policy 2.6

The building and collection should have a program implemented
to appropriately conserve the fabric by regular inspections and
maintenance.
As the building and collection is reasonable condition this action is
essential if the building and collection is to be appropriately
conserved. (Refer Section 7 for specific recommendations).
This will ensure the ongoing protective care of the building and
collection.

Policy 2.7

The demolition of all or part of features intrinsic to the
significance (refer 6.3) shall not be permitted except in
exceptional circumstances.
Prior to any demolition works being approved to an identified heritage
element it must be demonstrated that:
(i) The element is so structurally unsound as to be beyond
reasonable economic repair. The application must include a
professional structural assessment in support of demolition;
(ii) Or the existing condition of the element poses a significant
health or safety risk that is beyond reasonable economic
repair. The application must include a professional structural
or health assessment in support of demolition.
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There is to be no upgrading that involves changes to any
significant fabric without prior consultation with the appropriate
Heritage Authorities.
Removal of fabric of exceptional or considerable significance (refer
4.7) should be minimised. New work should not affect items of
exceptional significance. In areas of lower significance, there may be
opportunities to improve the building.
This does not prevent on-going maintenance (refer Policy 2.9).
Upgrading works should reflect or be sympathetic to original details.

Policy 2.9

The building can be repaired and maintained provided there is
no significant impact to features intrinsic to the significance.
Maintenance may also result in some original material in poor
condition being replaced. Poor condition means rotten and decayed.
It does not mean damaged as a result of its age. The original areas
of the building are old and the patina that exists is part of its history.
Wholesale replacement to new condition is not acceptable. Essential
replacement however is acceptable but when replacing original fabric
new details should match original details without conjecture. When
replacing non-original fabric the options are to return the building to a
known earlier state, replacing it to match existing details or adding
new material in a sympathetic way.

6.6

Use
CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE 3:

Policy 3.1

Ensure ongoing use conserves the heritage
values of the place.

Use of the house and grounds should enable it to be conserved,
used in an effective manner and available for a reasonable level
of public access.
In order to respect its cultural significance, the Manning Clark House
site should be managed in a way that retains its character as a
domestic family residence. It should not be allowed to have
accretions and permanent structures that would suggest a
commercial or institutional site character or one that is inconsistent
with its, essentially, 1950s ambience.
A key objective for the continuing use of the place is as a venue for
compatible cultural activities (as Dymphna Clark intended) and, in
order to maintain the cultural significance of the place, it is highly
desirable for the place to continue to function in this way. Such use,
importantly, allows for continuing public access to an outstanding site
and cultural repository.

6.7

Managing Change to the Building
CONSERVATION OBJECTIVE 4:
To retain the historical form and character of
the place and significant elements while allowing ongoing effective
use and some possible changes to the site.
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Changes to the significant building are not encouraged but may
be permitted provided they do not adversely affect the
significance of the building.
(a) External additions to significant built heritage items of
exceptional, considerable or some significance (refer 4.7) are not
permitted unless they do not adversely affect the significance
and the need can be clearly demonstrated. Consultation with the
ACT Heritage Unit will be required prior to planning beginning.
(b) Alterations and additions to built significant items of exceptional,
considerable or some significance (refer 4.7) if permitted should
match the original details where they exist, including: roofing,
cladding, gutters and downpipes, fascias and eaves, internal
joinery, window types. Refer to Section 3 of this CMP for greater
detail of the original elements). Simplification of details on new
elements is acceptable provided the essential details match and
the character of the space or building is maintained.

Policy 4.2

Any approved alteration and additions to identified significant
built heritage places are to be of a minor nature.
This applies to the items of exceptional, considerable and some
signification (refer 4.7).
Controlling the size of alterations and additions will limit the potential
loss of significance and the change of character of the site and the
buildings. Minor additions are defined as changes where the
character, form, materials and bulk of the item remains predominantly
as it was prior to the work. All new work must have minimal visual
change to the appreciation of the significant item when viewed from
any angle.
The original form and appearance of the house must remain the
dominant built form of the site after the work.

Policy 4.3

Original details and finishes of the building and the location of
any affected objects or parts of the collection must be recorded
prior to any change or alterations. Recording should be
undertaken by a heritage specialist and recording data
submitted to the relevant heritage authority. Objects in the
collection should only be moved from their original location on
a temporary basis, and must be reinstated as soon as possible.
Correct conservation process is to record by means of drawings and
photographs of buildings and collections or details before they
change. These should be archived with the ACT Heritage Council.
Any evidence uncovered during the execution of the work should
similarly be recorded.
The significance of many objects (for example, Manning Clark‘s desk
and armchair)is bound up in their exact position, and recording and
continuing their position should be considered an essential aspect of
their ongoing management and presentation.
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Policy 4.4

The current colour scheme should be retained.
The current colour scheme to remain unless there is clear evidence
of the original colour scheme and the change is considered essential
for the integrity of the buildings. Repainting should be minimized
internally to retain the integrity.

Policy 4.5

New structures within the site are possible provided that they
are essential for the ongoing use of the site and the significance
of the building is not affected.
No new development shall involve the loss, removal or damage to
any elements of significance to the place.
Preferred positions are to the south or west which are less visible
from the main streets.
Enclosing the open store shed is possible with details sympathetic to
the existing.

Policy 4.6

Temporary structures are possible but must preserve and
protect all significant elements and the significance of the place.
Any temporary structure must not affect the significance of the place.
All elements of the site to be protected during the installation, use
and removal of temporary structures.
Temporary structures shall not remain in place for more than 2
months unless associated prior approval is given.

6.8

Conservation of the Grounds
Policy: 5.1

The integrity and basic layout of spaces and functional areas
as shown on Figure 76 Spatial Analysis should be retained and
conserved.
An important part of the significance of the site is that the grounds
were planned and developed directly by the Clarks and reflect their
priorities, interests and tastes. The grounds also provide a setting
for the Boyd house and, in their broad layout, terracing and initial
plantings, are largely contemporary with it. Integral components of
the grounds include the various functional areas and spatial
compartments, and the central spine of symmetrical spaces
suggesting some formality with flanking areas of obvious informality.

Policy: 5.2

Plantings– maintain existing & replace when senescent;
reinstate known missing plantings where these also facilitate
the viability of ongoing and compatible new uses of the place
or do not pose a risk to the integrity of the house
Continue to embellish the grounds with colourful, hardy
plantings known from archival photos.
Refrain from planting out trees into open lawn areas as this
diminishes the extent and legibility of aesthetically and
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functionally important spaces – eg. the NE corner of the site
(north of the kitchen garden).
Given that Dymphna was still active in the gardens until the late
1990s there is a generally high degree of intactness for the
plantings with some plants dating back to the earlier years of
development and establishment of the grounds. These latter plants
include the tall Eucalypts, the ornamental vines, the older fruit trees
and the various hedging.
The mixed indigenous and exotic character of the gardens –
together with their layout – are an important attribute of the place
and represent direct involvement by the Clark family over many
decades. This basic character, and as many of the existing
plantings as possible, should be retained and conserved.
However it is the nature of all gardens to eventually wane with
varying rates of attrition. As plantings eventually show signs of
senescence they should be retained for as long as safely possible
while ensuring replacement plantings of similar species are
undertaken in order to maintain the design intent.
For example hedging should be maintained as such, as should a
line of Eucalypts across the inside western boundary, an
ornamental vine should remain within the northern courtyard, there
should remain a line of less common fruit trees beyond the deck
tennis court, a mulberry tree should remain in memory of David
Campbell and a Judas Tree should remain outside the living room.
In some cases the reinstatement of (missing) earlier plantings may
need to be carefully weighed against the need to enhance the use
of the grounds for desirable public functions. This would mostly
relate to the various open, relatively flat spaces in order to facilitate
continuing and compatible uses of the site.
As an example, a group of birches were recently removed near the
western end of the deck tennis terrace for various legitimate
reasons. It is desirable to replace these as they were part of the
earlier signature plantings on the site though, rather than replant
them where they were within the lawn, a group should be reinstated
further to the north near the boundary in order to allow maximum
flexibility in the use of these lower spaces.
The current wisteria vine growing up the central post supporting the
study‘s sunshade structure may need to be reconsidered as this
species42 is particularly aggressive and is likely to take its toll on the
fragile rafters and purlins. While this is apparently a species
encouraged by the Clarks, a less robust alternative (such as
Clematis) may be a more viable alternative with less onerous
maintenance implications.
The enclosing lines of vegetation forming the rectangular space to
the north of the house are a major design element in the grounds
and should be maintained.
42

A notable example of the potential size of wisteria is readily found at Duntroon House where old plants with
substantial bases and limbs feature in the southeastern gardens next to the homestead.
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An Abutilon given Dymphna by Anna Clark (Axel‘s daughter), but now
gone, should be replaced to maintain this family connection.
Policy: 5.3

Lattice Fencing - retain the existing extent of early timber lattice
fencing as long as possible together with the ornamental vines
along the northern fenceline. As part of the eventual
replacement of boundary fencing consider, where possible, the
reconstruction of the lattice type though where an alternative is
required use a simple close-butted timber paling type.
Evidence of earlier timber lattice boundary fencing remains along the
northern edge of the site towards the north western corner. Each
panel was originally supported by three rails. Unfortunately the fence
is now much deteriorated and a new neighbouring fence of timber
palings has been built onto it. There is also evidence that ornamental
vines were planted along the northern fence as three persistent plants
remain.
It would be desirable to reconstruct this fencing as it maintains an
early Canberra suburban type formerly used for side and rear
boundaries that are now increasingly rare. However it also
acknowledged that this form of fencing is now an expensive option,
they are more prone to disintegration and that neighbours may not
want such a transparent type of allotment division.
As part of the long term maintenance of the place the boundary
fencing will need to be replaced (the eastern boundary currently
doesn‘t have an effective fence) and, when this is required,
consideration should be given to the reconstruction of the lattice type.
An alternative would be a simple close-butted paling type – not
lapped or capped.

Policy 5.4

Topography - There should be no major excavations or changes
to the existing site levels that would obscure, or detract from, an
appreciation of the natural topographic character of the
allotment or the deliberately constructed terracing that has
direct associations with the Clark family.
While the natural ground slope has provided challenges to the use of
the site it is important that intrinsic landscape element, as well as the
laboriously constructed terraces remain intact. The existing natural
and constructed topography is part of the character of the place.

Policy 5.5

Climbing fixtures attached to the house: consider alternative
methods of supporting climbing plants to the walls of the house
such as stainless steel cables (or rods) and fixings.
While used in this way during the elder Clarks‘ lifetime, the use of
plastic mesh lattice or steel reinforcing mesh on the northern walls of
the house to support climbing plants such as Bougainvillea should be
reconsidered. Alternative, and more secure, durable and discrete,
methods of supporting climbing plants such as stainless steel cables
(or rods) and fixings should be considered.
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6.9

Setting
Policy 6.1

Blandfordia 4 Precinct Conservation Area
No works should be carried out within the grounds – including
between the front hedge and the street – that would detract from
the integrity of the Blandfordia 4 Precinct conservation area.
This includes the removal of the characteristic mature
Eucalypts, boundary hedging, axial terrace layout, kitchen
garden, fruit trees and older ornamental plantings throughout
the allotment.
In both the specific listing for Manning Clark House and the overall
precinct requirements, the Blandfordia 4 Precinct guidelines clearly
indicate conservation objectives and policies to ensure the cultural
significance of Manning Clark House and its local context is protected
and maintained.
Many of these policies concern the conservation of a generous
garden setting, existing established trees and hedging as well as the
extent and integrity of the front reserve. Other policies concern the
ability to be able to ‗read‘ the house clearly within its original
allotment, maintaining the position of garaging or carports as
subsidiary structures and the maintenance of appropriate fencing. All
of these policies are consistent with specific policies required in any
case for the conservation of the Manning Clark House grounds and
are effectively reinforced in this CMP.

Policy 6.2

Views - Retain existing views of Canberran landmarks from the
house and grounds as well as notable views within the grounds
and, where possible, enhance existing internal views by
introducing additional feature plantings.
Views out from the site to familiar Canberran landmarks are an
important attribute of the place and should be maintained. These
include notable views from the Attic/Study framed by Mt. Majura and
Black Mountain with the Cercis siliquastrum at the lower right.
While the north-south house axis leads to the nearby spire of St
Andrew‘s Cathedral this view is now obscured by neighbouring
vegetation. For those remaining views of various landmarks it is
desirable to avoid placing new trees on the site that would potentially
obscure these views.
In other cases new feature trees could be introduced to enhance
views such as an appropriate tree – in combination with the
neighbouring Koelreuteria - at the northern boundary along the same
house axis as a terminus to the view through, and over, the adjoining
enclosed terrace space. Similarly the long view down the entry drive
could be enhanced with feature plantings next to the studio.
Other views have already been subtly enhanced such as the use of
the Magnolia to the south of the house and the Liquidambar at the
end of the brick path along the north of the house.
Care also needs to be taken to avoid too much ‗filling in‘ of the
existing grassed spaces. While the Liquidambar will, over time,
provide a subtle frame for views across the long western space some
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of the recent plantings within the northeastern space may impinge on
an appreciation of this useful area. Apart from views there is also the
consideration of retaining useable open space for functions and
temporary structures.

6.10

Archaeological Control

There is no known archaeological interest in the site so there is considered no need for any
archaeological watching brief for any work on site.
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7.0

MANAGEMENT

Note: Management of furniture and loose items to be added.

7.1

General

What follows are suggested management issues through which the conservation policy is
capable of being implemented. This includes day-by-day management, decision-making
responsibilities, and the means by which regular maintenance is provided for to maintain the
cultural heritage values of the place.
The following strategy is recommended to ensure the maintenance of the cultural significance
of the place, that the fabric is properly cared for and adequate provision is made for care and
maintenance, and some interpretation for the understanding of the place is achieved.

7.2

Objectives

The objectives of management of the place are primarily:

7.3



Conservation of the significant fabric and spaces.



Interpretation of building and significance of the place.



Control over uses.



Commitment to on-going upkeep and maintenance.

Lease

Continuation of the current lease/ownership is recommended. This defines the responsibilities
for maintenance and management of manning Clark House (refer attachment B).

7.4

Heritage Registers

ACT Heritage Council should update the details on the ACT Heritage Register.

7.5

Updating of CMP

Regular review and updating are part of the conservation process. If more information and
detail comes to hand a review is desirable to ensure the CMP suits the current needs of the
time. The review will also include the Management in which the effectiveness of the current
proposal can be assessed. A review every 5 - 10 years is recommended.

7.6

Procedures of Work

A clear procedure should be adopted for unforeseen possibilities in which professional advice
and the approval of the ACT Heritage Council is sought before proceeding.
If an unforseen event or proposal occurs then the procedure to follow is:


Check this CMP to see if any policy provides clear advice. If so act accordingly.



If there is no clear advice within the CMP to deal with the issue, consider the
significance of the place and/or element and seek advice from a Conservation
Practitioner.



Put proposal to the ACT Heritage Council to meet legislative requirements.



Amend the CMP as necessary.

If there appears to be conflicting policies that apply to any proposal then no action should
proceed without professional advice and clarification by the relevant heritage authority.
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7.7

Building

7.7.1

GENERAL
It is essential that the place be well maintained. This will require, from time to time,
replacement of deteriorated elements. This can occur provided the same details are
replicated. This includes such items as:
 Replacing rotten timber
 Replacing rusted gutters and downpipes
No materials to be replaced unless essential.
All work to be carefully undertaken and executed to a first class workmanship
standard.
This will ensure the best long term preservation of the house.
Temporary stabilisation by the addition of new elements is possible if this preserves
existing fabric in a cost effective way and the addition is obvious on inspection and
can ultimately be removed, eg angle bracket to base of car port post.
There will be occasions when elements will require replacement (eg taps, light
fittings). When this occurs replacements to match the existing if at all possible even
with the use of second hand material. If not possible a sympathetic replacement to
be added (one which is of similar design) and details to be recorded.

7.7.2

INSPECTIONS
A regular check of the building should occur to ensure it is appropriately maintained.
The list below outlines what should occur.
A biannual inspection (each 6 months) should include:


Inspect roof, gutters and downpipes to ensure that the building is waterproof
and rainwater is effectively discharged away from the building. Gutters should
be cleaned regularly.



Inspect the whole building to ensure that there is no borer or rodent activity,
including implementation of treatments as necessary to reduce the risk of
future borer / rodent infestation.

An annual inspection should include the following items:


Inspect windows and doors to ensure that they are intact and operate correctly.



Inspect the exterior of the building generally to ensure that it maintains its
structural soundness.



Inspect all painted surfaces to ensure that they remain in sound condition. This
particularly applies to the exterior and timber surfaces.



Inspect fences to ensure they are in good condition.



Inspect all services (plumbing, sewer, water supply, gas, electrical) to ensure
they are operating correctly and safely.



Inspect the interior of the building to ensure it maintains its structural
soundness and weatherproofness. Secure loose/squeaky floorboards.



Discussions with tenants to list any items they have noticed.



The completeness, location and condition of the collection, with any significant
changes to be noted and followed up.
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Any maintenance work identified from inspections should be programmed for
rectification. As and when required the stormwater and sewer lines should be
cleaned out to ensure their on going and effective use.

7.8

Interpretation

Interpretation of the site should be promoted to reinforce the significance of the site.
This will actively promote the significance of the place to lessees and to interested audiences
but will also enable other people to appreciate the significance of the place. This is best
achieved by preparation of some guidelines for how interpretation will be managed and could
include:


Continuation of MCH newsletters, information and activities which expose
Manning Clark House to a wide audience.



making the CMP available to interested people, and



providing a small brochure on Manning Clark House.

7.9

Conservation Work

7.9.1

URGENT












7.9.2

Repaint external timber, louvres, south fence.
Repair lattice to north fence.
Replace electrical pole.
Remove asbestos lagging to hot water pipework.
Construction of watering basins around trees and other large plants + Regular
watering + feeding and mulching.
Replace the missing birch group near the original location but closer to the site
boundary (near Spanish Broom) in order to maintain a clear space around the
grassed areas.
Trim japonica hedge along the western elevation to just below the windows;
Replace the missing Abutilon to the front (north) of the house.
Remove the oak seedling at the base of the pear tree to the northeast of the
house (No. 15 on the plan).
Address the conservation needs of the ‗Images of significant people and works,
and family‘ located in Manning Clark‘s study.
Address the conservation needs of the archival materials located in Manning
Clark‘s study.

MID TERM











The street trees in the front reserve also need arboriculture attention and
weeding.
Arboricultural assessment of the largest trees.
Commence discussions and negotiations with the Territory government and/or
planning authority regarding parking provision options and ‗traffic calming‘ for
Tasmania Circle.
Seek ongoing experienced horticultural advice on long term grounds
maintenance.
Repaint exterior of the house.
Replace cracked concrete paving.
Consider feasible energy conservation measures (refer 7.16).
Replace dry rot in timber of Bedroom 2.
Implement disability access (refer 7.15).
Any preventative conservation treatment to significant objects as required
following periodic inspection.
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Address the conservation needs of the books in Manning Clark House.

LONG TERM


Replace air conditioning unit.



Replace boundary fencing.

Future Work

A comparison of the many archival photographs of the site with the present grounds would
assist with management policies (consistent with the assessed significance) and would be
helpful in guiding the future direction of basic grounds maintenance.

7.11

Members and Friends of MCH

Consider expanding a community support network to help with tours, assistance with cultural
events on site, promotion and grounds maintenance. In addition to members there may be an
opportunity to establish a friends‘ network.
An example of an activity that could involve the members of Manning Clark House is
involvement in a training activity to learn objects conservation techniques and cataloguing,
and then establish a committee of trained members to organise conservation and cataloguing
activities. (See 7.17.1 below)

7.12

Safety

Consistent with its desirable community use as a cultural venue the site needs to be made
safe and associated risks minimised. One safety issue concerns the large Eucalypts along the
front boundary. These trees should be assessed by a suitably experienced arborist 43 to
ensure the trees remain viable as a major site asset for as long as possible.
Another safety consideration concerns parking provision and pedestrian access to the site.
On-site parking is currently very limited – consistent with the site‘s original purpose as a
domestic residence – so that the only feasible choices in this case are to provide for
additional spaces on-site or negotiate with the Territory government for better parking
provision adjacent the site.
The former option is clearly not consistent with maintaining the grounds as a low-key
domestic residential site and it is likely that, no matter how many spaces are provided, there
would never be enough. The latter option is probably worth exploring further especially with
the additional request to consider management of Tasmania Circle in order to make it safer.
Recommendations are:
 Ensure the continuing safety of the site by engaging an appropriate arborist with
experience and understanding working in the context of a landscape of high cultural
value to prolong the safe, viable life of the larger trees.


7.13

Undertake further discussions with the ACT government to ensure better access and
parking arrangements for the site, especially during events.

Grounds Maintenance

Watering is currently one of the most pressing needs for the grounds as many of the plantings
(and lawns) are stressed. Despite the watering restrictions that are – and may well remain –
in place it would be possible to maintain a regular watering regime that would greatly benefit
43

Suitably experienced means having gained familiarity working in the context of older landscapes of high cultural
significance where the emphasis is on retaining valuable cultural material for as long as possible and generally being
aware of the broader context of the place.
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the grounds. Part of this strategy involves such a basic intervention as forming a basin around
each tree and larger plant and ensuring a regular cycle of watering.
This system should also involve ‗feeding‘ the various plantings with appropriate horticultural
additives and mulching to sustain vital soil moisture. Various trees would also benefit from
some careful, limited pruning to remove dead structure (eg. the tall Eucalypts, the edible fig
and the Kurrajong street trees).
The lawns are currently patchy though this is not a problem restricted to the Manning Clark
House site. A substantial aspect of this plight is the problem of watering. Consequently
enquiries should be made to the appropriate authorities to investigate the use of bore water
as a means of ensuring adequate access to water.
To date the Manning Clark House has been very fortunate to have a fulltime caretaker who
has an intimate knowledge of the grounds and the ability to care for the place. As some stage,
however, it will be necessary to seek the advice of a professional horticultural practitioner for
detailed technical advice and long-term maintenance requirements in order to enhance the
viability of the plantings into the future.
One of the tasks for such a person is to determine a cyclical maintenance program based on
priorities and available resources. A ‗Friends‘ support group could assist with ongoing
maintenance tasks under supervision.
A potential horticultural resource option is to consider an arrangement with another related
organisation to share the skills of an appropriately trained person with experience working
with places of high cultural significance.
A budget would need to be allocated for grounds upkeep and development.
Recommendations are:


Ensure immediate, regular watering of plantings after providing a small basin of soil
for each larger plant, feeding with appropriate horticultural additives and covering with
an appropriate mulch to retain moisture.



Investigate the longer term maintenance options for the grounds with a view to
ensuring regular supervision by a qualified horticulturist with experience working in
the context of landscapes of high cultural significance.

7.14

Recording

A detailed recording is essential. This is to include:






7.15

Detailed photographic record
Inventory of all objects in the house as at May 2000
Record of where objects from the house at May 2000 have since be removed to
Record of any changes since May 2000
Oral history record of life in the house from the Clark family. This also to validate the
details in this report and also advise on recollections of original details eg colours.

Disability Access

As a public facility there should be no discrimination toward access for people with disabilities.
The house is not fully accessible as steps exist to the study, kitchen, laundry, two bedrooms,
bathrooms and toilet.
To provide access to all parts of the house would require substantial change, a change which
would affect the significance of the house. However, most spaces (except the study) can be
generally appreciated from the main level as they can be seen or at least understood. As
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access to the house is controlled and is effectively by invitation only, the recommended
approach is for a managed approach to include:
 Assistance always on hand to inform and aid visitors.
 Removal of the 100mm step to the main entry by means of relaying paving or addition
of a ramp and landing over the existing paving.
 Availability of information (plan, photographs) on the inaccessible rooms.
The entry door is less than 800 mm clear but widening it is not suitable. Parliament hinges
will ensure maximum width is available.
The toilet facilities are primarily for the permanent users of the building and not guests
(although guests can use the facilities in emergencies). This process to continue which will
require assistance to some people with disabilities.
Should site usage change in the future (eg general public access similar to Calthorpes
House) an accessible toilet should be provided on site possibly in or beside the former garage
if it is not used for other purposes.
Major functions will require additional temporary toilets, including accessible temporary toilets.

7.16

Sustainability

Given the policies in Section 6, the following suggestions made in Section 5.10 should be
considered for implementation when feasible:


Relocate gas heater flue into chimney



Add photovoltaic cells to north roof



Maintain plant screening to west side



Heat pump hot water evaporative panels on roof



Drain stormwater into underground tank



Double glaze windows



Insulate cavities and under floor.

Any such implementation will require careful detailing and approval of all authorities.

7.17

Collection Management

7.17.1 Conservation work
Refer to Section 7.9 for specific conservation work actions in relation to collection
management.
In relation to the urgent conservation work activities identified in relation to objects,
there is an opportunity to involve heritage professionals, for example using funding
under the Community Heritage Grants program (see 5.12.1) for a preservation needs
assessment and preventative conservation treatment, if feasible. This is particularly
recommended for addressing the conservation needs of the ‗Images of significant
people and works, and family‘, a highly significant part of the collection whose
condition is described above (at 3.8.3) as including items in very poor condition, with
damage to some paper from exposure to air and sun.
For mid-term and long term conservation needs of the collection, other opportunities
include using Community Heritage Grants funding for a workshop to train volunteers
and employees in preventative conservation of objects. This could be combined with
a cataloguing workshop (see 7.17.4 below), and with recommendations about the
involvement of members and friends of Manning Clark House generally in the
management (see 7.11 above).
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7.17.2 Disposal, acquisition and lending policy
A disposal, acquisition and lending policy for all objects (including books) should be
developed, balancing the need to safeguard the significant in situ collection with the
appropriate continuing use of Manning Clark House by its members and opportunities
for linkages with collecting institutions.
7.17.3 Interpretation
There are particular objects in the collection whose interpretation should be prioritised
as a conservation measure. A good example is the broken 7oz glass in the kitchen
(Refer to the object data sheet at Attachment E, which is at risk of being inadvertently
disposed of unless its significance is interpreted.
Otherwise, interpretation of the objects should be integrated into broader
interpretation planning for Manning Clark House. (See 7.8 above).
7.17.4 Cataloguing
Detailed cataloguing of objects should be a collections management medium-term
priority. Any such cataloguing should be in accordance with the procedures set out in
th
the Small museums cataloguing manual (4 edition,
http://www.mavic.asn.au/assets/Small_Museums_Cataloguing_Manual_4th.pdf), as
tailored to meet the capacity of those involved in the cataloguing. By recording
whether the object entered the house before or after Manning and Dymphna Clark
lived in the house (pre-post May 2000), and where the object was located as at May
2000 (possibly using archival records or oral history), the cataloguing could
incorporate the recording recommendations at 7.14 above.
There may be opportunities for involving heritage professionals, for example using
funding under the Community Heritage Grants program (see 5.12.1), however if such
funds are not available or it is felt that a more participatory process is appropriate, other
opportunities include using Community Heritage Grants funding for a workshop to train
volunteers to carry out the cataloguing, or to partner with a training institution to use the
exercise as a practical component to their collections management courses.
7.17.5 Archival and library collection
Much of the consideration given to collections in this document considers objects and
furniture other than books and documents, however books and documents
(collectively the archival and library collection) constitute a large proportion of the
movable cultural heritage of Manning Clark House. These have slightly different
management needs to the other objects. It is understood that the book collection may
have been catalogued however further consideration of the conservation needs and
management policies for the books should be a medium-term collection management
priority. The archival documents (many of which are inadequately housed in Manning
Clark‘s study) need more urgent consideration, including assessment of their
significance and nature to determine whether they should be reunited with other
Manning Clark papers at the National Library of Australia, or otherwise inventoried
and better stored for their conservation. There may be an opportunity for using
funding under the Community Heritage Grants program (see 5.12.1) to address these
needs, particularly the more urgent need regarding the archival collection.
7.17.6 Areas for further research
Areas for further research in relation to the collection include establishing the
significance of the John Perceval and Charles Blackman paintings within their oeuvre
and establishing which (if any) furniture at Manning Clark house may have been
made by recognised furniture designer Frederick Ward.
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ATTACHMENT A:

ENTRY TO ACT HERITAGE REGISTER
Item 20016
Manning Clark’s House
Section 44 Block 4
Forrest
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ATTACHMENT B:

LEASE
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OUTLINE OF LEASE AND SOME CONDITIONS
PREMISES
LESSOR
LESSEE (TENANT)

11 Tasmania Circle
Clarks
MCH Inc

FLAT
TERM
“PROPERTY”
“SPECIAL PROPERTY”

Wilma Robb
2009-2014
Further term – 5 years
Includes crockery, cutlery, utensils, furniture
Includes paintings, papers and books

Clause 5

Block 4 Section 44
Land Tax
Rates water and sewerage
rates

Maintenance Repairs Alterations and Additions
Lessee to keep it in good repair
Excludes fair wear and tear, damage by natural causes, structural work, and
repair or place damage. If replacement cheaper, lessor may pay to repair.
(LESSOR

responsible for special property)

Need consent to alter or repair if structural
Public risk insurance and property replacement
(LESSOR insures property for damage)
(LESSOR can instigate repair if lessee does not or to services)
If place destroyed, no obligation to reconstruct.
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ATTACHMENT C: PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORD: 2002
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View of Manning Clark House from driveway
entrance.
Source: EMA 2009

Carport from E looking along driveway to
street.
Source: EMA 2009

Entrance to Former Garage from NW.
Source: EMA 2009

View of chook pen and shade house behind
former garage from NW.
Source: EMA 2009
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Stone mail box at entrance to driveway.
Source: EMA 2009

Dining area looking towards kitchen.
Source: EMA 2009

Dining area looking towards kitchen.
Source: EMA 2009

Living area looking north.
Source: EMA 2009
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Hall looking from dining area towards
bedrooms with ladder to upstairs study on
left.
Source: EMA 2009

House showing elevated study from SW.
Source: EMA 2009

Internal view of Study looking to NE corner.
Source: EMA 2009
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Internal view of Bedroom 1 looking to NW
corner.
Source: EMA 2009

Internal view of Bedroom 4 looking to SW
corner
Source: EMA 2009
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ATTACHMENT D:

MANNING CLARK HOUSE - GENERAL
SURVEY OF SITE PLANTINGS
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No.

Species

Street Trees/Front Reserve
1
Acer saccharinum
2
Brachychiton populneus
Crataegus
Large Eucalypts
3
Eucalyptus cinerea
4
Eucalyptus mannifera
5
Eucalyptus polyanthemos
6
Eucalyptus scoparia
7
Eucalyptus sideroxylon?
Hedges
8
Cotoneaster sp.
9
Muehlenbeckia axillaris
10
Spiraea sp.
11
Chaenomeles japonica
12
Cotoneaster sp.
13
14
Wisteria sp.

Eric Martin & Associates
Manning Clark House
Conservation & Management Plan
0858
Common Name Comments

Silver Maple
Kurrajong

Argyle Apple
Brittle Gum
Red Box
Wallangarra White Gum (Neighbour‘s)
Ironbark
(Neighbour‘s)

Creeping Wire Vine
Maybush
Japonica
Bamboo thicket
Wisteria

Fruit Trees
15
Pyrus sp.
16
Ficus carica
17
Juglans regia
18
Diospyrus sp.
19
Acca sellowiana
20
Punica granatum
21
Prunus sp.
22
Morus sp. (M. alba?)

Pear
Edible Fig
Walnut
Persimmon
Feijoa
Pomegranate
Cherry
Mulberry

23

Plum

Prunus sp.

Climbers
24
Vitis vinifera var. tinctoria
‗Alicante‘
25
Wisteria sp.

Ornamental grape
Wisteria

26
27
28
29
30
31

Climbing roses
Climbing geranium
Banksia Rose
Passionfruit
Grape
Grape

Rosa cvv.
Geranium sp.
Rosa banksiae
Passiflora sp.
Vitis vinifera cv.
Vitis vinifera cv.

Ornamental Plantings
32
Magnolia x soulangeana cv.
33
Camellia sasanqua cv.
34
Rhododendron cv.
35
Camellia japonica cv.
36
Rhododendron cv.
37
Spiraea sp.
38
Viburnum opulus?

Recent
Pistacia, Rhus and
seedlings at base of tree

(Neighbour‘s)
(Neighbour‘s?)

Associated with the poet
David Campbell

A potentially aggressive
plant for a vulnerable
superstructure

white fruit
Same as eg. entry court?

Magnolia
Camellia
Rhododendron
Camellia
Standard rhododendron
Maybush
fine-leafed form
Guelder Rose
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Cercis siliquastrum
Acer palmatum
Nerium oleander
Robinia pseudoacacia
Viburnum plicatum?
Prunus cerasus
Liquidambar styraciflua
Spartium junceum
Rhus sp.
Quercus sp.
Koelreuteria paniculata
Acer palmatum

Judas Tree
Maple
Oleander

Viburnum tinus
Melia azedarach var.
australasica
Nerium oleander
Rosa cv.
Jasminum odoratum
Laurus nobilis

Laurestinus

Planted in 2000
Sour Cherry
Sweetgum
Spanish Broom
Oak
Goldenrain Tree
maple

White Cedar
Oleander
Rose
Jasmine
Bay

recent planting
(Neighbour‘s)
young tree
very recent plantings
(Neighbour‘s)
(Neighbour‘s)

Groundcovers
58
Geranium cvv.
Geranium
pink and red forms
59
Dimorphotheca pluvialis
Cape Daisy
60
Convolvulus sp.
small-flowered form
61
Hebe sp.
62
Helleborus sp.
Hellebore
63
Polygonatum sp.
Solomon‘s Seal
64
Convallaria majalis
Lily of the Valley
65
various succulents
66
recent plantings of Hibiscus syriacus & Diospyrus
67
Nandina domestica
Nandina
68
Northern courtyard garden includes recent plantings of Phormium sp. (Flax),
Lomandra sp. (Matrush), Geranium and Convolvulus
69
Bergenia sp.
70
Bergenia sp., Viola sp. and Liriope muscari under
71
Vinca major
Periwinkle
Variegated form
72
Hedera helix
Ivy
73
Iris cv.
Iris
74
Various vegetables throughout

Recent Native Plantings
75
Broad area defined by curvilinear edge inside western boundary hedge and
including the following:
Acacia
baileyana
(Cootamundra Wattle),
Banksia
integrifolia
(Coastal Honeysuckle),
Jacksonia scoparia,
Acacia floribunda,
cultriformis?,
Callistemon sp. and
Grevillea rosmarinifolia
Defunct plantings
76
Stump remains of a proteaceous plant
77
Stump from tree (Eucalyptus mannifera?)
78
Small stumps (Ex Acacias?)
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82
83
84
*
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Stump of large-trunked tree (Acacia melanoxylon?)
Stump of ex-Eucalypt
Group of birches removed recently (c.2008)
Depression from former fruit tree?
Depression from former tree?
Dead shrub

Numbers relate to Figure v General Survey of Site Plantings
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ATTACHMENT E:

INVENTORY SHEETS ON SELECTED
LOOSE ITEMS OF FURNITURE



Painting (by John Perceval)



Dining Table (with Chairs)



Armchair



Broken 7oz beer glass



Manning Clark‘s desk and steel-nibbed pen



Images of significant people and works, and family



Portrait of Manning Clark



Piano



Akubra Hat



Statue of Siva



Pair of Savaronola style, x-shaped chairs



Spode ―blue Italian‖ teacup and Saucer
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ATTACHMENT F: SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
Prepared by

Derek Wrigley OAM
Solar Architectural Consultant
2 October 2008
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